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Abstract
There has been renewed interest over the past decade or two in the potential of
using thermophotovoltaic (TPV) systems for direct conversion of thermal energy into
electricity. The invention of TPV systems can be traced to almost 50 years ago, but
systems developed over the following 2-3 decades lacked in efficiency and power density.
Later on, the development of III-V materials with low bandgaps promised higher
efficiency and power density, and renewed the research interest in TPV. More ideas
emerged recently, including the use of two surfaces separated by nanometer scale spacing
to exceed the vacuum blackbody limit, potentially realizing TPV systems with greater
power density.
A new microscale TPV device structure made of fin-shaped interdigitized emitters
and photovoltaic cells offers an increase in the surface area available for radiative energy
transfer, which could boost the output power density. In addition, if the spacing between
the radiator and converter is of the order of a micron, tunneling of energy could occur,
which can improve the power density. A periodic structure can recoup sub-bandgap
radiation, since such radiation will pass through the converter and will be absorbed in the
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radiator, thereby improving efficiency of the device. Some of the above-bandgap photons
that pass through the converter could also be recycled between emitters and photovoltaic
cells.
This thesis presents work done on modeling and fabricating an interdigitized
microscale TPV device. The advantage in power density that can be obtained from an
interdigitized TPV structure is estimated first by a bulk emissivity and view-factor based
model, followed by a thin-film emissivity model. Calculations performed to estimate
parameters such as power output, power input and conduction heat leakage into the
substrate from the radiator, which were crucial to the design ofthe devices, are presented.
Crucial steps carried out in the clean roois at MIT's Microsystem Technology Labs
(MTL) with the objective of microfabricating a set of prototype devices are described.
Challenges faced when fabricating the device, and techniques used to address several
fabrication and experimental issues are presented. The modeling and fabrication issues
addressed in this thesis point towards challenges in the area of (i) modeling nanometer
scale radiative heat transfer and (ii) fabricating thermophotovoltaic devices with
interdigitized geometry and micron/sub-micron spacing between radiator and converter.
Thesis Supervisor: Gang Chen
Title: Associate Professor of Mechanical Engineering
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1. Introduction and Motivation
This chapter will briefly describe the principle of operation of thermophotovoltaic
(TPV) systems and give a brief overview of its history. A short literature review will be
presented to showcase the current state of research in the field of TPV. This will be
followed by motivation for the research work done towards this thesis and an overview of
the organization of this thesis.
1.1 Thermophotovoltaic Systems
Thermophotovoltaic (TPV) devices convert photons of thermal radiation into
electricity [Coutts, 1999]. Photons radiated from a hot body are absorbed by a
semiconductor p/n junction where they generate excess electrical charge. The excess
charge is separated across the p/n junction by diffusion and drift, generating a potential
difference between the two sides of the junction. If an external load is connected between
the two terminals, a current passes through it and thereby electrical power is extracted
from the p/n junction. The potential difference seen across the load and the current
passing through it depend on the magnitude of the load itself. If the load is infinite, it sees
an open-circuit voltage; if the load is zero (short), it sees zero voltage. The power
delivered to the load is zero at both these extremes, and is a maximum at a particular
point between these extremes. Characteristic I-V curves of a typical semiconductor p/n
junction under illumination are shown in Figure 1.1.
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Figure 1.1 Characteristic Power Output from a p/n Junction [Messenger and Ventre, 1999]
A generic TPV system consists of several components as shown in Figure 1.2: (i) a heat
source, (ii) a radiator, (iii) a filter, (iv) a semiconductor p/n junction or converter and (v)
a power conditioning system and (vi) a thermal management system. In addition, it may
be necessary to cool the filter and converter. Each one of these components has an
efficiency of less than unity. Table 1-1 lists the sources of inefficiencies for each
component.
Fuel pre-heating
Thermal
Cooig Cooling management
Above-bandgap d.c.
Heat Photons ety
Combuution Raiator TPV converter Power conditioning
Sub-bandgap
photons Electrical power
output
Figure 1.2 Schematic Sketch of a Generic TPV System [Coutts, 20011
Even if each component has an efficiency of 90%, the overall systems efficiency is only
0.9' = 59%. As a comparison, typical efficiency of IC engines is in the range of 25-40%,
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therefore a value of 59% is promising. However, TPV systems developed to date have
very low efficiencies. In fact, Coutts suggests that a system efficiency of 20% in the short
term would be an ambitious goal.
Table 1-1: Inefficiencies in TPV System Components
Component Power In J, Power Out P, Why is P., <,,
(Calorific value of Incomplete combustion; other
Heat supplied toCombustor fuel) x (fuel modes of heat loss, viz.
radiator
consumption rate) conduction
Heat from Net energy Reflection from
Radiator combustion transferred to filter/converter, loss by
converter conduction
Net energy Net electrical Partial conversion of above-
Converter transferred from power generated bandgap photon energy into
radiator by converter heat; carrier recombination
Power
Electrical power Electrical power Heat dissipation in electrical
cotion from converter after conditioning components
system
Thermal Electrical power Electrical power Cooling components of
management from power available for
system conditioning system external loads system, viz, filter, converter
1.2 Applications
TPV systems can be used to generate electricity from various sources of heat such
as industrial, household or special combustors. The glass industry wastes two-thirds of
the consumed energy as heat [Coutts, 1999]. If this energy can be recovered even
partially, there will be significant reduction in costs for the industry and decrease in the
harmful heating effects to the atmosphere. Other industrial sectors such as aluminum,
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steel, castings etc., which consume huge quantities of heat, also offer opportunities to use
TPV devices.
Other applications areas target customers of solar cells. Literature [Coutts, 1999]
suggests that customers of solar panels for remote locations would also consider TPV
generators as an alternative. In geographically low insolation areas, solar cells are not a
viable alternative and thermophotovoltaics may be attractive.
As of now, applications of TPV seem to be limited. Several conferences have been
organized by NREL and workshops have been organized by ARO and DARPA with the
objective of helping sponsoring organizations define the potential of TPV for military
applications. Literature quotes market studies that project the total value of military and
non-military markets to be of the order of $1 billion per annum [Coutts, 1999].
1.3 Historical development
Although there is lack of clarity about what event triggered the invention of TPV,
Dr. Henry Kolm is attributed with constructing an elementary TPV system at MIT's
Lincoln Laboratory (Lexington, MA) in 1956 [Nelson, 2003]. No further work was done
on the concept for the next few years and most literature references cite Aigrain as the
inventor of TPV. Some of the early work focused on the use of silicon converters and
narrow-band or selectively emitted radiators. Dr. Guazzoni [Guazzoni, 1972] reported
high temperature emittance of a group of rare earth oxides that could be used as narrow-
band radiators. On the other hand, Professors Wedlock and Gray, and Professor Schwartz
focused on Ge cell development [Nelson, 2003].
TPV development saw some contribution from industry, with General Motors
(GM) being the most active participant. One useful concept that emerged out of this
program was that of a photo-converter back surface converter which reflected long
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wavelength photons back to the radiator, thereby conserving energy and improving
efficiency [Werth, 1963].
Development of TPV technology suffered a setback in the mid 1970s when the US
army chose thermoelectric technology as a more advanced and reliable alternative to TPV
technology. During the 1970s, the energy crises, foreign automotive competition and
stricter government regulations prevented GM from investing in development of fossil-
fuel powered TPV technology. However, solar energy based TPV gained worldwide
interest. Home [Home, 1977] patented an approach consisting of using a concave mirror
to focus solar energy on a body that radiates energy to solar cells. Later on, Fraas et al.
developed assemblies of cells made from GaSb stacked behind GaAs that had higher than
35% efficiencies [Fraas, 1990]. This bode well in later years when GaSb became the
preferred cell for TPV systems. In fact, the only commercially manufactured TPV system
to date is the Midnight Sun®, manufactured by Fraas's JX Crystals using GaSb [Coutts,
2001].
In the early 1990s, a TPV program for an undisclosed military application
stimulated the development of narrow bandgap cells at several centers including
NREL(Golden, CO). Since then, several conferences have been organized by NREL
[Coutts, 1994, 1995, 1997, 1998] to promote collection and promulgation of TPV data.
The Fraunhofer Institute for Solar Energy systems (Freiburg) and the Paul Scherrer
Institut (Villigen) have also been active in conducting research on TPV.
1.4 Components of TPV systems
Radiator (or emitter) and converter are the two most important parts of a TPV
system. Understanding of the mechanism of radiation and its subsequent conversion by
photovoltaic cells is crucial to developing TPV systems that are efficient and provide
high power density outputs. The current section highlights various materials that could be
used in a TPV system and work done on them. Note that some of the TPV literature cited
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in this thesis refers to radiator as an emitter, but the term radiator is preferred by the
author to avoid confusing it with the emitter of the p/n junction that is actually a part of
the converter.
1.4.1 Radiators
The energy incident on a TPV converter comes from a radiating surface at a
temperature in the range of 1300-1800 C . These radiators may emit across a broad range
of wavelengths in which case they are called broad-band radiators, or may emit in a
narrow range of wavelengths, in which case they are called selective radiators.
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Figure 1.3 Percentage Convertible Flux from Blackbody Radiators [Coutts, 19991
Figure 1.3 shows the percentage of flux emitted by a blackbody radiator that can be
converted to electricity by a converter as a function of the converter bandgap. It can be
seen that if we use silicon cells which have a high bandgap (-1.6 eV), then only a small
portion of the flux can be converted into electricity even if the radiator is at a temperature
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of 2000 K. Temperatures higher than 2000 K are unfamiliar in most engineering
applications and the durability of radiator materials at such temperatures is unknown. For
converters with lower bandgaps though, the percentage convertible flux is higher.
However, even converters with lower bandgap cannot completely convert all the
convertible flux into electricity for reasons discussed in the next section. Silicon carbide
(SiC) is a potentially useful material for broad-band radiation because it has a high
emissivity value of 0.9 that is more or less uniform over the entire spectrum of
wavelengths. It can be used at temperatures of 1600'C or higher because it does not
sublime up to 2700 0C.
Among selective radiators, the rare-earth oxides are a good choice. They radiate
in a relatively narrow band of wavelengths. The bands of wavelength within which they
radiate and the peak radiated power depend on their electronic structure. The lanthanide
oxides have a low off-band emissivity and a high (close to unity) in-band emissivity.
They also have high melting points of 2500-2800 K since they are refractory materials.
Oxides of ytterbia and erbia emit in wavelengths that correspond to the bandgaps of
silicon and germanium respectively. Nelson obtained data on the percentage of radiated
power density from Yb 20 3 that can be converted by a silicon solar cell [Nelson, 1983].
Ferguson et. al. [Ferguson, 1997] investigated the properties of cobalt-doped MgAl 20 4 ,
whose emission band corresponds with the spectral response of gallium antimonide
(GaSb). Chubb et al [Chubb, 1994] calculated the power density radiated from thin-film
erbium radiators for a specific temperature.
An ideal radiator would emit in a band such that the energy of photons is slightly
above the band-gap of the semiconductor converter and emissivity at all other
wavelengths should be zero. Unfortunately the emission from rare-earth oxide radiators is
not ideal. For wavelengths greater than 3-4 pm, which corresponds to radiation with
energy less than 0.3 eV, the emissivity of rare-earth oxide radiators reaches close to unity.
There is also some radiation in the short wavelength range. While these photons do
contribute to generating excess electrical charge, the portion of their energy in excess of
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the bandgap is dissipated as heat in the cells which may need to be cooled, thus reducing
system efficiency. Therefore, a means of returning both the longer and shorter
wavelength photons to the selective radiator is required. Filters and/or back surface
reflectors can be used to achieve this. Filters could be made of transparent conducting
oxides or could be a stack of thin dielectric films made of materials that selectively
transmit photons in a certain range of wavelength.
1.4.2 Converters
As mentioned earlier, early work focused on silicon and germanium converters.
These converters suffer from certain drawbacks. Silicon has the disadvantage of having a
high bandgap. Germanium has a high effective mass of electrons as conpared to III-V
materials with similar bandgap, so the reverse saturation current is larger and the open-
circuit voltage is smaller-factors which limits the maximum electrical power that can be
obtained from it. In addition Ge is a difficult material to passivate electronically. Some
III-V converters though, are very promising for TPV systems. Figure 1.4 is a diagram of
energy gap vs. lattice constant for some III-V binary and ternary compounds and alloys.
5.6 5.8 6.0 6.2
Lattice parameter (A)
Figure 1.4 Bandgap of Various Compound and Alloy Semiconductors from HI-V Family [Coutts,
19991
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Combinations of several materials can be used to engineer the bandgap of the converter
corresponding to the wavelength of radiation from the radiator. Most recent work
[Martinelli, 1997, Wang, 1997] has concerned the semiconductors InGa,.,As
and GaIn1iAsSb1- . The bandgap can be varied by varying the proportion of
constituting elements. The resulting material may not necessarily be lattice matched,
which means growing the materials relatively free of damaging defects that adversely
affect performance is an issue of concern. Wanlass et al. [Wanlass, 1994] and Wilt et al.
[Wilt, 1997] grew InxGal As lattice-mismatched on an InP substrate by making their
material In-rich. Other than 111-V compounds, many II-VI compounds and alloys have the
potential to be considered [Coutts, 1999].
1.5 Motivation for Project
The previous section mentioned various materials that can make up a TPV system.
The usefulness of a TPV system can determined by two parameters: efficiency and power
density. Efficiency may be defined as the ratio of electrical power output obtained to the
power supplied to the system, which could be for example, the calorific value of the fuel
consumed times the fuel consumption rate, if fuel is used to generate heat Power density
is the electrical power obtained from the system per unit area (not volume, since typically
photovoltaic cells are very thin in one dimension)
To date, power densities of greater than 1 W/cm 2 have been achieved [Coutts, 1999].
However, the efficiencies of TPV systems that have been developed to date have been
low. As mentioned earlier, an efficiency of 20% in the short term is an ambitious goal.
For TPV systems to be competitive with alternative sources of power generation higher
efficiencies need to be achieved. Also, with several electronic gadgets getting more and
more compact and light weight, it is necessary that higher power densities be targeted.
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Some interesting developments in near field energy transmission have fuelled
interest in devising structures that promise higher power densities. Tunneling evanescent
waves are known to increase radiative energy transfer beyond what is suggested by
Planck's law [Narayanaswamy, 2003, Whale, 1997]. Experimental demonstration of this
phenomenon using silicon heater and InAs photovoltaic cells has also been provided
[Dimatteo, 2001].
A configuration of a TPV system such as that shown in Figure 1.5, consisting of a
radiator with fins meshed with a photovoltaic converter also having fins can potentially
provide higher power densities due to an enhancement in surface area available for
radiative energy transfer. If the gap between the radiator and converter is of the order of a
few microns, tunneling could occur, leading to further increase in power density.
Additionally, above bandgap photons that pass through the converter fin can pass through
the radiator fm and get one more opportunity to get absorbed in the converter fin. In other
words, photon recycling is possible. Since the converter fin can only absorb above-
bandgap photons, sub-bandgap photons pass through them and get absorbed in the
emitter fin-where they emerged from in the first place. This essentially means the
structure could filter out sub-bandgap photons from the converter and return them to the
radiator, thus conserving energy and increasing the efficiency of the TPV system. The
current thesis presents modeling and experimental efforts undertaken by the author that
attempt to demonstrate that an interdigitated structure could offer the aforementioned
advantages over a planar configuration of TPV devices.
Radiator
Converter
F
Figure 1.5 Interdigitated TPV Structure Promises High Power Density and Efficiency
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1.6 Organization of Thesis
The current chapter includes a brief introduction to TPV systems followed by a
brief historical overview and review of literature related to research work done on TPV
systems and their components. This was followed by identifying the possibility of
obtaining higher power densities and efficiencies using a TPV structure with fins and
gaps of the order of a few microns. Chapter 2 describes two models that were developed
to predict how much advantage in power density could possibly be obtained. Chapter 3
describes the design of a prototype device to be fabricated for obtaining experimental
validation. Fabrication steps are highlighted, and problems encountered during the
fabrication process are mentioned, with solutions to some of them. Chapter 4 discusses
experimental issues that should be considered after successful fabrication of devices.
Directions for further work are highlighted. Finally, Chapter 5 concludes the thesis.
20
2. Modeling of Device
This chapter describes two models that were developed to estimate how much
advantage in power density can be expected from an inter-digitated TPV configuration.
First, a view factor based model is developed and its results are presented, followed by
results obtained from a refined thin-film absorptivity model. Limitations of both these
models are also highlighted.
2.1 View Factor Based Model
Consider the inter-digitated TPV configuration shown in Figure 2.1. The objective
is to calculate the net radiative power transferred from the radiator and semiconductor
converter. The device operates under vacuum which irplies that conduction through the
air film between the radiator and converter is negligible as compared to radiative transfer.
W1
Z
,Unit Cell
z
K W2 9g
/Radiator
p/n junction
Converter
Figure 2.1 Inter-digitated Periodic TPV Configuration and Unit Cell
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The interdigitated structure is periodic, therefore it can be an analyzed by considering a
unit cell like the one shown in Figure 2.1. Since the fins are thin ( w, << 1 ), the
temperature variation in the x -direction may be ignored. The temperature along the fins
is not uniform, and so is the radiative power exchanged by the fins. Each fm can be
considered to be made up of several small control volumes, each of which is at a uniform
temperature characterized by the temperature at the center of the control volume, and
which radiates heat uniformly. The amount of power radiated from the surface of a
control volume depends on temperature of the control volume itself as well as other
parameters such as emissivity and temperature of other surfaces it exchanges radiation
with. The differential equation governing the temperature distribution along the fin can
be obtained by performing an energy balance on a differential control volume of the fin
as shown in Figure 2.2.
rI
t ad,zi 1
8 2T
A6ZI
rad,zi 1 1 8
12
Figure 2.2 Energy Balance on Differential Control Volume
This gives the following unsteady state differential equation:
a 2T 2q,sd. 1 aT
az2 kw, a, at
(2.1)
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T is the temperature along the fin, qad is the net power flux ( W/m2 ) leaving the
kdifferential element by radiation, k is the thermal conductivity of the fin, a = is the
pc,
thermal diffusivity and t is time. The relationship between qg,, and T is derived in the
following section. At steady state, the right hand side of Eq. (2.1) must be zero; the rate
at which energy is conducted into the control volume equals the rate at which it is lost by
radiation. Although only steady-state solution is required for the current analysis, it was
found that it is numerically advantageous to solve the transient equation and to take the
final steady-state solution as the answer. Eq. (2.1) can be written down in discretized
form for each control volume using an explicit time difference scheme as follows:
2 q -" -To
A- rad, _ _ Z, z' (2.2)
k w, al 6e t
a2 TAs is the discretization of 24, calculated numerically as follows:
az,
A. = (Za, -Z,) + (Zi - zI) T+ - (zi, - )T (2.3)
(z+ 1 - z) (z, - z,_1)(z+ 1 - z_1 )/2
This reduces to the central difference scheme when(z ,+ - z) = (z. - z,_,), and is second
order accurate, i.e. the error is ( Az2) . At steady state, Eq. (2.2) reduces to the following
equation:
A = 2qrad, (2.4)
kiw,
To solve Eq. (2.1) one initial condition (at t = 0 ) and two boundary conditions are
required. As an initial condition we can let the entire radiator fm to be at 1273 K and the
entire converter fin to be at 300 K.
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Taditr =f1273K
itrfin =300K ,t=0 (2.5)
The first boundary condition is obtained by requiring that the temperature at the base of
the fin equal the substrate temperature. The second boundary condition is obtained by
considering that the tip of the fm loses heat by radiation.
TIo = Tadiator fin base =1273K (2.6)
aT T -PT4*se
-k = T$ o se,2 (2.7)
I z,=radiator _nip - +
El E2
Note that Eq. (2.7) is obtained by assuming that the gap between the tip of the radiator fm
and base of the converter substrate is infinitesimally small, so that a parallel plate formula
can be used. When the device is fabricated, this gap is -2 pm, while the width of the
finger is -2.5 pm; this does not quite qualify as a parallel plate configuration. However,
as will be obvious later in this section, radiation problems involve solving simultaneous
equations for several surfaces. This makes the solution procedure quite complex if we
intend to perform an exact treatment. The results obtained using parallel plate formulae
suggest that such an assumption leads to an insignificant error, therefore, the extra effort
seems unjustified.
The boundary conditions for the converter fin are similar to those of the radiator fin; the
equations corresponding to them are not explicitly mentioned here. The partial derivative
in Eq. (2.7) is discretized using a three point, second order accurate scheme as follows:
Error term
aT 8T -9 (2.8)
az 3Az az(I Z,=ip /
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T, is the temperature at the tip of the fin, 7P. Eq. (2.8) can be derived by using a Taylor
series expansion for T and T-2 about T,. Substituting Eq. (2.8) in Eq. (2.7) and ignoring
the error term gives the following equation:
' 8Tip -9T_ +T,- ti - Tse,2) (2.9)
3Az I +
1 -+--EI E2
which can be written as a polynomial equation in T, gi:
t 8k1  T,,+ k1  (T 2 - 9T) -T 2= 0 (2.10)3rIuAz) + 3ioAz, n- n-ase,)
1: (2.11)
-+ 1
EI E2
Before Eq. (2.1) can be solved to obtain temperature along the fin as a function of time,
we need to derive the relationship between qad and T , which is done in the next section.
2.1.1 Relationship between Radiative Loss and Temperature
Consider the four surfaces labeled 1 through 4 in Figure 2.3. The temperature
along surfaces (1) and (2) is not uniform, so we can think of them as made up of smaller
surfaces that are at uniform temperature. Surface (3) is at radiator temperature, while
surface (4) is at converter temperature, but these surfaces do not radiate uniformly, so
they also can be thought of made up of smaller surfaces that are at uniform temperature
and that radiate uniformly.
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Figure 23 Numbering of Surfaces Participating in Radiative Energy Transfer
The following governing equations hold for such a differential area element on each of
the four surfaces labeled (1) through (4) [Siegel, 1992]:
qr,; =qOw; -q 1 % (2.12)
qOur, =ez OT 4+ (1 - E izj; (.3
q1 ,o=J14~ dFZ, (2.14)
J~i
qr,.., is the net heat lost by radiation from a control volume on the i'h surface, qt1 is
the radiative heat leaving the ith surface, q,,,,, is the radiative heat incident upon the ith
surface, e is total hemispherical emissivity, and dFd,,,_,zj is a view factor, i.e. the fraction
of the energy emitted by element dz, that is intercepted by element dzj. The subscripts i
and j refer to surfaces (1) through (4) labeled in Figure 2.3.
We can use Eq. (2.12)-(2.14) to relate the net heat lost by a small element by
radiation to the temperature of the various elements, emissivities of the radiator and
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converter and view factors. Emissivity is treated as a bulk material property, an
assumption that will be relaxed in another model discussed later in this chapter. View
factors can be calculated from geometry as described in Appendix A. Substituting for
q from Eq. (2.13) in Eq. (2.12) gives the following equation:
qO, = uT4 - I qradz, (2.15)
Substituting again for q,zi from Eq. (2.14) in Eq. (2.12) gives the following equation:
qrad,z, = qout;, qou 4 zjd; +d j(2.16)
Substituting for qou,,, from Eq. (2.15) in Eq. (2.16) gives the desired equation relating
grad to T:
e~uT~i'fcyT~4 1 Z'Nq1.d
=i -i -1 f z1 -q~ 9 j dzrd (2.17)
The integral is replaced by the I (summation) symbol when doing the calculation
numerically, and the summation is performed over all the elements of the j' surface.
2.1.2 Solution Procedure
The previous section presented the differential equations that should be solved to obtain
the temperature distributions simultaneously along the emitter and the photovoltaic cell
fins, with boundary conditions by considering that conduction along the fins is coupled
with the radiative loss from the fin surfaces. This section will present an algorithm that
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was followed to solve the equations numerically. A FORTRAN code was developed to
implement the algorithm and is included in Appendix B. The problem is treated as an
unsteady state one, and is allowed to attain steady state over time. The key steps in the
algorithm are mentioned below:
1. At t = 0 , set radiator temperature equal to 1273K (1000C) and the converter
temperature equal to 300K (23C).
2. Write down Eq. (2.17) for every element. There are as many equations as there
are number of unknowns ( q,.,, ). Solve this set of simultaneous equations
iteratively to obtain all the qrd, ; 's. The iteration is considered to have converged
when the difference between q,,,, in successive iterations < 10-16 W /m.
3. Calculate the new temperature at the center of each control volume, T"ew from the
following equation, which is Eq. (2.2) rewritten:
Tnew = old _ t 1 "ad28
a 2TA is the discretization of 2 as given by Eq. (2.3).
aZ,
4. Update the temperature of the tip of each fin by solving Eq. (2.10) using
Newton's iterative scheme, where the value of the temperature at the
(k + 1)th iteration is calculated from the value at the k' iteration as follows:
kT, ki Tk_, -94_, 
-
T = 4(I~i + 8kz (2.19)tip' 3 + k.
4UT 37 + ';
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The above equation holds for both fins: {i = 1, j= 2} corresponds to radiator fin,
and {i =2, j= 1} corresponds to converter fin. Convergence is considered
established when,
Tk+ - Ti < 10- K (2.20)
This corresponds to a relative error of smaller than3.33x 10-4%, considering that
Tradiator -1273K and T,,,,rr -300K
5. Repeat steps (2) through (4) with the newly calculated set of temperatures until
the solution converges. Convergence requires that both the governing differential
equation (Eq. (2.1) with the right hand side = 0) and the boundary condition (Eq.
(2.7) ) be satisfied as follows:
a. The right hand side of Eq. (2.2) must be zero, i.e. the two terms on the left
hand side must be equal. This is ensured by requiring that the following
condition be met:
A- 2qra(i
ki <0.0001 (2.21)
A1
This corresponds to a relative error of 0.01% between the two terms.
b. Similarly, to satisfy the boundary condition at the tip of the fin, the two
terms on either side of Eq. (2.9) must be equal with a relative error<0.0001.
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2.1.3 Results: View Factor Based Model
The previous section briefly explained the algorithm used to obtain the
temperature profile along the radiator and converter fins, as well as the energy radiated
from the radiator to the converter. The radiator is assumed to be made of polysilicon, for
which at temperatures as high as 1000 C, thermal conductivity data on silicon could be
used [Touloukian, 1970]. Therefore, a thermal conductivity of 26 W/mK is used for
polysilicon. The converter material is taken as single crystal silicon, which has a bulk
thermal conductivity of 148 W/mK. Bulk emissivities of 0.7 were assumed for both
these materials. Both the fins were taken to be 5 pm thick while the gap between fins
was taken as 2 pm.
Fin Base Fin Tip
1273.5
1 2 7 3 .0 -. -..... -.. - - -.......................... - ..
1272.5 - -- - -- -
1272.0 --- - -- - - - -
~ 1271.5-
1271.0 -----
1270.5 ----- -- - - -
12 7 0 .0 -.-- -..--- ---- --- - ------- -.0 10 20 30 40 50 60
z1(um)
Figure 2A Temperature Drop Along Radiator Fin
Figure 2.4 and Figure 2.5 show the temperature profile of the radiator and that of the
converter. It can be seen that the temperature variation along the entire fin is less than 3K
for fins as long as 50 pm .
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Figure 2.5 Temperature Rise Along Converter Fin
We can define enhancement in surface area as the ratio of the actual area available for
radiative transfer in a TPV device with fins to the base area, which would have been the
area available if the device did not have fins. The effective power density for the device
with fins can calculated as the ratio of radiative power transferred between the radiator
and the converter to the base area. The enhancement in power density is calculated as the
ratio of effective power density obtained for a device with fins to that obtained from a
device without fins (all other parameters remaining the same). Figure 2.6 shows the
enhancement in surface area and power density as a function of the fin length.
Since the temperature difference between the base and tip of the fins is small (-3
K), the increase in power density enhancement is almost equal to the increase in surface
area. It is easy to appreciate that even if the temperature difference were of the order of
10 K, the enhancement in power density would still be more-or-less equal to the increase
in surface area. This gives us confidence that using a parallel plate model to calculate the
heat lost by radiation from the tip does not introduce a significant error in the calculated
enhancement. By suitably choosing the size of the fins, up to 10 fold enhancement could
be achieved.
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Figure 2.6 Enhancement in Surface Area for Radiative Exchange and Transferred Power
2.2 Thin-Film Ray Tracing Model
The view-factor model discussed in this chapter assumes bulk emissivity values for
the fins. When the fins are as thin as 2-5 tm, their absorptivity is lower than that of bulk
materials due to the smaller absorption depth available for photons. In order to take in to
account the small thickness of fins, a better model needs to be developed. This section
presents a ray-tracing based approach used to develop a model that calculates the power
flux absorbed in the converter. This is combined with another model that estimates the
maximum electrical power that can be generated from the absorbed power by considering
the photon current and relevant parameters of the semiconductor converter. This model is
explained in the next section.
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2.2.1 Relationship between Photon Current and Power Output
The power flux expected from a semiconductor p/n junction irradiated with
photons is given by the following equation [Sze, 1981]:
P =JV = J, e KT -J} V (2.22)
J is the net current density obtained as the difference between the dark current density
J, and the photon current density J, . V is the photo-generated voltage, K is the
Boltzmann's constant and T is the temperature of the photovoltaic cell in Kelvin. The
dark current density is given by the following equation:
(2.23)I1r 1 D ---J, = qNN, - +- -- e KT
Na inNd rL
N, is the effective density of states in the conduction band N" is the effective density of
states in the valence band, Na is the concentration of acceptor type dopant, Nd is the
concentration of donor type dopant, D is diffusivity, 'r stands for carrier lifetime,
subscript n stands for electrons and subscript p stands for holes, and Eg is the bandgap
of Silicon (1.16 eV at 300 K)1. The photon current density can be calculated from the
absorbed power per unit wavelength per unit angle as follows:
qfA(A 0) ddO
-hc/A
(2.24)
'http://www.ioffe.rssi.ru/SVA/NSM/Semicond/Si/
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q is the electronic charge, h is Planck's constant and c is the velocity of light in vacuum.
Note that the integration is performed over 0 E[ 0,- and A E [0.3,1.107] pm as photons
_ 2 _
with wavelengths smaller than 0.3 pm have small absorption coefficient kc -0 for silicon
[Palik, 1985]) and those with wavelengths larger than 1.107 pm are sub-bandgap. The
power absorbed in the converter per unit wavelength per unit radian, A(A,0) can be
obtained by ray tracing analysis as explained in the next sub-section.
2.2.2 Ray Tracing Analysis
If the separation distance between the fins is much larger than the wavelength of
interest and the thermal coherence length, then geometric optics or ray tracing analysis
can be used. In the case under consideration, the characteristic separation distance is
2pm and thermal coherence length [Metha, 1963; Tien and Chen, 1994] is -1.7 1m.
(ifT = 2160pm -K => l =1.7Mm). The wavelengths of interest are smaller than 1.07 Mm
(energy> 1.16 eV). Therefore the use of ray tracing analysis to calculate optical properties
and energy absorbed is not precise. Developing methods to perform more accurate
analysis for cases where separation distances much smaller than the coherence length and
wavelength is an active area of research [Narayanaswamy and Chen, 2004]. Although
inaccurate, ray tracing analysis could still be used get an estimate of the power absorbed
in the converter and electricity output expected. A model based on ray tracing was
developed, and is presented in this section.
The power absorbed in the semiconductor converter is obtained by averaging the power
absorbed for a wave incident in transverse electric mode and that incident in transverse
magnetic mode.
AA(A,)= (,)+ ATm (A,0) (2.25)
2
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The difference between the two modes arises from the fact that the two kinds of waves
experience different reflectivity at the vacuum-converter interface. The procedure to
calculate A (A, 0) is described below. The superscripts T and " are dropped in favor of
simplicity of description; while performing the calculations, the procedure is repeated
individually for both TE and TM modes and A (A, 0) is calculated by averaging the two
calculated values, according to Eq. (2.25).
Radiator
Unit Cell
g 2Converter Perfectly Reflecting
Surfaces
Figure 2.7 Unit Cell for Ray Tracing Based Analysis of Power Absorbed in Converter
Consider a ray of light emerging from the radiator, making an angle of 0 with the normal,
and having wavelength A as shown in Figure 2.7. We are interested in finding how much
energy is absorbed in the converter finger. At each interface that the ray encounters, it
undergoes partial reflection and partial transmission. As the ray hits the converter, part of
it gets reflected while the rest enters the converter. As it travels deeper into the converter,
some of its energy gets absorbed and its intensity decreases according to Beer's law
[Brewster, 1992]. When it encounters the converter-vacuum interface, part of the ray is
reflected, while the remainder proceeds towards the next emitter fin. It is easy to notice
that if we fold the converter finger into half, the ray diagram would look similar to what
is shown in Figure 2.7, with a hypothetical mirror surface at the plane of symmetry.
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Similarly, we can treat the plane of symmetry of the radiator as a hypothetical, perfectly
reflecting mirror. This simplification does not alter the energy absorbed in the converter
or radiator, and makes book-keeping easier, since it ensures that any given ray stays
within a unit cell of the periodic structure. The sequence of absorption-reflection goes on
infinitely if the fingers are considered to be of infinite length. The absorptivity and
reflectivity determines how the energy splits at each interface, as shown in Figure 2.8.
a(1- )(1i-ac) 6
x
Figure 2.8 Ray-Tracing Inside Converter
PC is the reflectivity seen by the wave at the vacuum-converter interface. It is calculated
using Fresnel's formula [Born & Wolf, 1999]:
1 V- 1 (2.26)
PC I =1_
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_nc cS,-O~
ri Incoso01- cos Oc
nc cosO,+cosOc
r cosO, -nc cos (2
cos 0 +n cos,
The subscripts 1 and I refer to directions parallel and perpendicular to the interface
respectively. Subscript c refers to the converter, O, is the angle of incidence and
nc =ncreal+ikC is the wavelength dependent complex refractive index of the converter
[Palik, 1985]. QC is the angle of propagation in the converter and is calculated using
Snell's law:
cos O = V1-sin2 si (2.28)
nc
ac is the fraction of the energy of the wave that enters the converter and is absorbed
when the wave travels through the thickness tc of the converter. As light travels inside
the converter its intensity decays according to Beer's law [Born and Wolf, 1999]:
I(x) = I, exp -adecay CosO j (2.29)
adecayc=2Im 27c+J (2.30)
C is the length that the ray travels in the converter. ac can now be related to adecay
cOS
as follows:
I(x=t0) - __=
a =I - exp adecayc (2.31)
I0 Cos 0C
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Energy absorbed for I" set of passes through the absorber is obtained from the sum of an
infinite geometric series as follows:
Absorption, = a (I - p) a, + a (I - p)(1 - a,) pea, +... = aa,
ac : ,- a,
- (I - ac) pc
(2.32)
(2.33)
ac is the film absorptivity and is defined by Eq. (2.33). The rest of the energy is reflected
towards the radiator, and is given by the following expression:
b'=a[ a - pc+2pcacl =a(1-a )
I -(I1- ac) pc
(2.34)
The energy reflected towards the radiator undergoes multiple reflections in the radiator
and part of it reaches the emitter again, and this part can be calculated (by analogy) from
the following expression:
a" =b, r r =b,(l-ar)=a(l-aj)(l-ar)
1-p,.(1- a,.
(2.35)
The subscript r refers to the radiator. Part of a11is again absorbed in the converter. This is
calculated by using Eq. (2.32), but replacing a by a" which gives us the following
expression:
Absorption" = a"a = a (I- ar)(1- a)a c (2.36)
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Thus the total power flux per unit wavelength per unit angle of incidence can be obtained
by adding up all Absorption''s, from i = I to oo, giving us the following expression:
A (A, 0, T,)= a ac (2.37)
(I- (I1- aj)(I1- a,.
The term a appearing in the above equations itself depends on the emissivity and
temperature or radiator, and angle of incidence on converter as follows (Refer Appendix
C for derivation):
a = rE, (A,0)Ib (A,T)sin20 (2.38)
Considering that Er = a, by Kirchoff's law, we get the following expression for the
radiative heat transfer rate per unit wavelength impinging onto the converter per unit area
per unit angle dO (W/m 2 -gm-rad) as
A(A,0,T,.) = a,.a JrIb(A,T)sin2O (2.39)
(I- (1- ac)(1 -a,.)
ar may be calculated from the optical constants of the radiator, using equations
analogous to Eq. (2.26)-(2.29) and Eq. (2.30)-(2.31). However, an upper limit for the
absorption given by Eq. (2.39) can be obtained by treating the radiator as a black body,
i.e. ar = 1. To prove this, write the absorbed power A(A, ,T) as a function of a,. in a
simplified form as follows:
f (a) = aar) (2.40)
1 -b(1 -a,.)
a := act, 9,b TA,)s in2O and b := (1 - a ). Differentiating with respect to a,., we get,
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(a,)= a(l-b) 0 (2.41)
{1-b(1- a,)}
2
since a > 0 and (1- b) = a >0 . This shows that f (a,) is an increasing function; the
maximum occurs at the maximum value of a, i.e. a,. = 1 . For this special case, the
absorbed power is only the sum of only the I" set of passes through the converter. Indeed
Eq. (2.39) reduces to the following expression for a,. = 1:
(A,O,T,.)= ac(7rIbsin2O) (2.42)
Thus in the case of a blackbody radiator, the power absorbed in the converter film equals
the film absorptivity multiplied by the flux of power incident upon it.
2.2.3 Solution Algorithm
The previous section discusses how a ray tracing model can be used to obtain the power
absorbed in the converter per unit wavelength per unit radian. Earlier, a simple model that
estimates the electrical power output from a semiconductor p/n junction was described.
This section will present an algorithm that combines these two models to calculate the
electrical power density output from a TPV device with fins. A FORTRAN code
implementing this algorithm was written and appears in Appendix D.
1. For photons with wavelength between A and A + AA
(A E [0.3,1.107] ptm for silicon) , and angle of incidence between 0, and 0, + AO,
Oi E [0, ]j, calculate cos 0, from Eq. (2.28) (0, is the angle of propagation in
the converter). Note that it will be a complex number in general.
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2. Calculate r, and rj from Eq. (2.27), and then calculate reflectivity p,, and
PCI from Eq. (2.26).
3. Calculate adec ayc from Eq. (2.30), ac from Eq. (2.31), and film absorptivities
ac1 and ac, from Eq. (2.33)
4. Calculate the power absorbed A, (/,0, T,.) and A1 (1,0, T.) from Eq. (2.42) using
ac11 and ac± (film absorptivities) respectively. Calculate the actual power
absorbed A(/1,O, T,.) as the mean of A,(A,0,T,.) and A (A,0,T.).
5. Repeat steps (1)-(4) for photons in the range indicated in step (1). Calculate the
photon current density J, from Eq. (2.24). Also calculate the dark current density
J, from Eq. (2.23).
6. Eq. (2.22) now can be used to calculate the electrical power flux P as a function
of voltage V.
2.2.4 Results: Ray Tracing Model
This sub-section will present results obtained from the aforementioned
FORTRAN program. The electrical power density increases as the thickness of the
converter increases as shown in Figure 2.9. This can be attributed to the fact that a larger
thickness allows for increased absorption of long wavelength photons that have a greater
absorption depth (smaller decay constant).
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Figure 2.9 Increase in Electrical Power Density with Finger Thickness
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Figure 2.10 Enhancement with Limited Photon Absorption in Thin Converter Finger
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The thickness seen by photons entering the fin is different from the thickness seen
by those entering the substrate, because the substrate is a lot thicker (-500 pm). If we
consider 5 pm thick converter fingers, the electrical power density it can generate is less
than what a 500 jim thick substrate can generate. Due to this reason, if we wish to
calculate the advantage in power density, the area of the fin has a smaller weight than the
area of the substrate and the advantage does not match the increase in surface area
provided by the fins, as shown in Figure 2.10. Nevertheless, the model estimates that an
advantage is still obtained. In addition, photon recycling effect bodes well for the
efficiency of the device. As mentioned in the previous chapter, the sub-bandgap photons
pass through the converter and get absorbed in the radiator. This helps maintain the
temperature of the radiator and thus helps achieve better efficiency.
2.2.5 Limitations of Model
As mentioned earlier, ray-tracing analysis is not precise for the dimensions of the
TPV cell being considered. In addition, some assumptions were made when estimating
the electrical power output from the photovoltaic cell. The current analysis uses a simple
model for generation of electrical power from absorbed photons. In reality, not all
electron hole pairs generated by the absorbed photons contribute to generating electricity.
As the carriers travel through the converter towards the metallization, some of them
recombine before they reach the metal, and do not contribute to power generation. This
phenomenon has not been considered in the above model. Although some amount of
research work has been done on modeling of converters most of it relies on similar
simplifying assumptions [Coutts, 1999]. Some models account for radiative
recombination and ignore Auger recombination and free-carrier absorption, arguing that
such an assumption gives an upper limit on the efficiency of TPV cells. The model
developed similarly helps us arrive at an upper limit on the power density that can be
expected from the TPV device configuration. The focus of the current research work has
been on attempting to fabricate and test such a device, as opposed to developing a better
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model. Modeling with more realistic and true-to-life assumption can be pursued after
obtaining experimental results and is certainly an area that can benefit from research.
2.3 Summary
This chapter described initial efforts in trying to estimate the advantage in power
density that could be achieved from an interdigitated TPV device configuration. A view
factor based model predicts that depending on the geometry, a ten fold advantage is
possible. This model treats the absorptivity as a bulk material property, which is not quite
true because the thickness of the fins influences their absorptivity, especially when they
are as thin as 2-5 pm. To calculate the power absorbed in the converter by relaxing the
assumption of bulk emissivity, a ray-tracing model was developed. Even this model is
limited as the thermal coherence length, the spacing between fins and the wavelength of
radiation are of the same order of magnitude. It was noted that trying to come up with
better models is an area of ongoing research. The ray-tracing model gives more
conservative numbers than the bulk emissivity model: it suggests that an advantage of up
to 2.5 times could be expected depending on the geometry. It was also noted that filtering
of sub-bandgap photons by the periodic structure is likely to improve the efficiency of the
device.
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3. Device Design and Fabrication
This chapter describes design of a prototype micro TPV (MTPV) device. Details
of some first order calculations that help determine dimensions of the prototype design
are presented. This is followed by a description of the key steps involved in the
microfabrication of the device within the facilities at MIT. Some fabrication results and
issues faced are presented at last and possible solutions to some of them are discussed.
3.1 Design of Prototype Device
It is required to design a proof-of-concept micro-scale thermophotovoltaic device
that can be fabricated at the micro fabrication facility at MIT. As mentioned earlier, for
radiator temperatures in the range of 1000,C-1500C GaSb is a good material for converter
for thermophotovoltaic devices [Coutts, 1999] since it has a low bandgap of 0.73 eV.
However, the micro fabrication facility at MIT is constrained in the amount of processing
that can be done on wafers made of materials other than silicon. Therefore it was decided
that a silicon based device be fabricated to demonstrate that a device with fingers offers
an advantage in power density over a similar device without fingers. A design for such a
device should meet several challenges as enumerated below:
1. Locally heat the radiator.
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2. Thermally isolate radiator from converter substrate to prevent substrate from
heating, which makes the device inefficient and could adversely affect the
performance of the converter.
3. Accommodate thermal expansion of the radiator.
The converter and radiator could be fabricated separately and assembled later.
This approach requires precise motion control to ensure the fingers don't crush each other
when assembling or when performing experiments after assembly. In addition we would
have to thermally isolate the radiator from the motion control device, and ensure that the
precision in assembly is not lost as the radiator is heated from room temperature to
1000C. An integrated fabrication approach could potentially avoid these problems of an
assembly-of-parts approach. A design was developed keeping an integrated fabrication
approach in mind and is sketched in Figure 3.1.
___ Radiator
Metal (Co)
Oxide
p type Si
substrate
Metal (Co)
Y
Y-Y view
Y
Top view
Figure 3.1 Schematic View of Micro Thermophotovoltaic Device
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Radiator
Figure 3.2 Designs on Mask used to Pattern Polysilicon Radiator
Figure 3.2 shows some actual designs from the mask used to pattern polysilicon.
3.2 Power Output and Input Estimates
It was decided to first fabricate and test a device without fingers as a first step
towards fabricating a device with fingers. This section describes calculations that were
performed to estimate the amount of power we would need to supply, and the amount of
power output we could expect. As described in the previous chapter, for a 500pm thick
converter substrate, the maximum electrical power density expected is 268.1W/m 2 .
Radiator membranes of several sizes were fabricated, but for calculation purposes, a size
of 200pm x 200pm will be used. Multiplying the output power density with the area of
the membrane, we get the output power.
P,= (200pm x 200pm) x(268.1W/m2) = 10.7pW (3.1)
Note that the analysis assumes that the radiator is at a uniform temperature equal to
1000 C , which is not expected to be the case due to conduction heat leakage into the
substrate. Considering other limitations of the model that were mentioned in the previous
chapter, it can be said that the above estimate is a crude one and gives some idea of what
power output to expect.
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The amount of power to be supplied should exactly equal the amount of power lost by the
radiator by various modes at steady state. Again, an estimate of the power to be supplied
can be made by some first order calculations. The amount of heat lost by the radiator via
radiation and conduction is estimated as described in the following sections.
3.2.1 Radiative heat loss
Both the sides of the radiator lose heat by radiation. When estimating, we could
be conservative and estimate on the higher side; it would be easy to accommodate
somewhat lesser power requirement while performing the experiment. Therefore, we
could assume the radiator membrane behaves like a blackbody and that there is no
radiation shield to prevent heat loss from the top side of the radiator. Then the top side
would lose heat to the surroundings (which are at 300K) as follows:
Qradop = AU (T,4 - T,,r,,ding) = 5.94mW (3.2)
A =area of membrane= 2 00Mm x 200pm. The radiative heat lost from the bottom side
could be calculated using the parallel plate formula and a bulk emissivity value of 0.7 for
the silicon substrate:
Ao ( Tadiator - converter)
Qradloottom = 1 + 1 -1-3
Eradiator Econverter
Eradiator - 1, Econverter =0.7. This gives Qradsottom = 4.16mW. Adding the two numbers gives
the total heat lost by the radiator by radiation:
Qrad =10.1mW (3.4)
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3.2.2 Conductive heat loss
Detailed calculations of heat lost via conduction require 3-dimensional finite
element modeling of the device that incorporates both radiation and conduction
phenomena. However an upper bound on the heat conduction can be obtained by some
first order calculations. Heat from the radiator membrane is conducted through the arms
supporting it, into the silicon substrate. We can ignore the heat generation due to
electrical Joule heating in the supporting arms (this will be justified later). In that case,
we can calculate the heat conducted away via four supporting arms as,
AT
Qcond= 4 xt T (3.5)R',, + Rs'
The conduction in the silicon substrate is in reality three-dimensional as it acts as a heat
spreader. A one-dimensional resistance value for Silicon is an upper bound for the actual
resistance. This upper bound is smaller than the resistance of the supporting polysilicon
arms as shown below:
R' R - L/(kA) 500x1l0-O6/(43x10xlO4x1x10 2-()si Si-D Si 
- XI 29 (36
R' Rt  L/(kA)l 500xlO-/(148x1Ox04 x -
A value of 43 W/m-K for thermal conductivity of the arms is calculated by a thickness
weighted average of the thermal conductivities of the polysilicon and metal (tungsten)
layers. The cross-sectional area of the arms is 10pmwide by 1pmthick, and they are
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500 pm long. The silicon substrate is 500 um thick and has a thermal conductivity value of
148 W/m-K. Ignoring the thermal resistance of the silicon substrate, we get the following
upper bound for Qcond:
Qcond= 4 =4x (1273-300) 3.3mW (3.7)(1/k arm 500x10 /(43 X10 X10-6 X 110-6)
The net power to be supplied equalsQad +Qcn = 13.4mW. We can now calculate the
amount current we need to send to cause Joule heating of the radiator. The resistivity of
polysilicon can be controlled by varying the doping level [Kamins, 1998]. If we select a
value of 1Q - cm for the resistivity, the resistance of the polysilicon membrane R,
current passing through it, I and the supply voltage Vs,,,, are obtained as follows:
R e pl 10- 2 x200xl0~Rol - - -00-(38A 200x10l-6xx10-(.
I e Power _ 0.0134 -1.16mA (3.9)
R01y 10,000
V =I =I(R,, +2Ra,,I)= lI.7V (3.10)
The resistivity value used in Eq. (3.8) is the average resistivity of tungsten over 300-
900K and the area for calculations is that of the tungsten film. Taking the average value
for resistivity is justified because the temperature varies linearly along the support arms.
Note that the resistance of tungsten is about 6 orders of magnitude less than that of
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polysilicon, so the large polysilicon resistance in parallel with a small tungsten resistance
can be ignored; tungsten carries most of the current. It can now be confirmed that heat
dissipation in the metal is negligible as shown below:
IR_ e- (.16x ) x43
arm - -0.018 =1.8% (3.11)
Qlond 3.3 x10-3
This justifies the assumption of linear temperature profile for the polysilicon arms.
3.3 Buckling Consideration
The four beams supporting the radiator membrane will experience thermal stress as
they heat up due to passage of electrical current, but are not free to expand. This section
will describe calculations that estimate how much thermal stress should be expected. The
thermal stress can be written as:
-thermal = EaiT - resiual (3.12)
where E is the Young's modulus, a is the coefficient of thermal expansion and
AT ~1000K is the rise in temperature. E and a are temperature dependent properties..
The room temperature value for E is used, since this will give an upper limit on -thermal ,
assuming that E decreases with increasing temperature (E(670C)<E(25C) [Sharpe, 2003]).
Data on a for polysilicon is inconclusive [Tada, 2000], but bounds are available based on
which a value of 6 x 10~6 C' is taken for estimation purposes. The residual stress depends
on film thickness, doping concentration, dopant type and annealing temperature and data
for the set of parameters relevant to the design is not available. When un-doped, un-
annealed polysilicon structures were released though, they showed a tendency to curl-up
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suggesting they had tensile residual stress. But again, by ignoring the residual stress, we
can get an upper limit on the thermal stress as follows:
athermal <158GPax6 x10-6K- x 973K = 922MPa (3.13)
Let us calculate the critical load at which straight beams are likely to buckle. The formula
relating buckling stress to Young's modulus and the geometry of the beam is as follows:
r 2EI 7r 2Et 2  (3.14)
cr Al2 1212
3
I - Wt is the moment of inertia of the beam, A = wt is the area and le = 0.51 is the
12
effective length of the beam, considering it to be clamped at both ends. Substituting
t =1.2pm and l= 500pm, we get
acr = 3MPa (3.15)
The thermal stress is almost 300 times larger than the critical buckling load; hence beams
with straight geometry are likely to buckle. Therefore alternative designs incorporating
curved beams were created to provide more compliance as compared to straight beams.
Considering that the beams are likely to have a tensile stress and that the value given by
Eq. (3.13) is an upper limit, we can expect that the curved beams are likely to survive the
thermal stress.
3.4 Process Flow for Fabrication
Figure 3.3 shows some key steps of a process flow that was developed with the
objective of fabricating a set of prototype MTPV devices. First, 50 gm deep grooves are
etched in Silicon by Deep Reactive Ion Etching (DRIE) that uses SF 6 as the etching gas
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and C4F8 gas to deposit as a passivating polymer. An oxide layer is first patterned using a
CF 4+CHF 3+He plasma, and it serves as a mask for DRIE. Then the wafers are ion
implanted with phosphorus (P+ ions) at 50keV and a dose of 5 x 1014ions/cm2 in three
steps, wherein the ions are implanted at three different angles, to dope the two vertical
side walls and then the horizontal surface. An oxide layer is deposited by Plasma
Enhanced Chemical Vapor Deposition (PECVD) and polysilicon is deposited by Low
Pressure Chemical Vapor Deposition (LPCVD). The oxide layer serves as a sacrificial
layer for a later step, while the polysilicon layer serve as the radiator. Polysilicon is ion
implanted with phosphorus (P+ ions) at 190keV and a dose of 1 xl01"ions/cm 2 , which
corresponds to a resistivity value of 0.01 i -cm. The wafers are annealed at this stage to
drive-in the dopants, after which polysilicon is patterned using a C12+He LAM plasma.
This is followed by a short buffered oxide etch (BOE) to open the Silicon substrate for
metallization. Cobalt metal is deposited by e-beam deposition and lifted off. Finally, the
sacrificial oxide layer is removed by etching it away using 49% concentrated HF. The
entire process flow appears in Appendix E.
Key Processes in Fabricating aninterdigitated microscale TPV device
Wet oxidation: Ium thick oxide
Pattern oxide
Etch Si 5aum deep by DRIE
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Phosphorus Ion Implantation
Junction depth: 0.5um
LPCVD polyslilcon 1.2 pm
Ion implant phosphoros in polysilicon:
resistivity 0.01 ohm-cm
Pattern polysilicon
E-beam deposit Co by liftoff on
frontside
E-beam deposit Co on backside
Cross-sectional view
HF(49%) etch to release polysilicon
Top view
Figure 3.3 Fabrication of Micro TPV Device: Key Steps
After etching the sacrificial oxide, the wafers are put in Isopropyl alcohol (IPA) for two
hours so that IPA displaces water from beneath the undercut membrane [Yazdi, 2003].
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IPA is the evaporated away by heating the wafers up to 120 C for a few minutes. This
prevents the membrane from sticking to the substrate due to surface tension.
3.5 Design Issues-Some Pitfalls and Solutions
The above mentioned process flow is fairly complicated. Certain steps were initially
identified as potentially difficult to achieve. It was decided that such steps could be
worked upon in isolation before integrating them into the complete process flow. Some of
these issues are mentioned below:
1. Do the oxide and polysilicon deposit conformally on silicon fingers?
2. Does the sacrificial oxide layer get undercut as much as 100 pm to release the
polysilicon membrane? Is it possible to get the membrane to not stick to the
substrate after release?
3. Does the metal stick on and make good electrical contact with polysilicon and
silicon and at the same time not etch in HF?
3.5.1 Oxide Deposition
Figure 3.3 is an SEM picture showing a cross sectional view of trenches etched in
Silicon, using Deep Reactive Ion Etching technique. The oxide mask can be seen on top
of the fingers. The groove is 50pm deep, but is marked 35 pm deep in the figure because
the line of sight makes an angle of 45' with the normal to the plane of cut.
( 35pm/cos45' ~50m ). After etching the grooves, the oxide was stripped and the
wafers were deposited with PECVD oxide followed by LPCVD polysilicon. Figure 3.5-
Figure 3.7 show SEM images taken after carrying out the depositions. An additional
PECVD oxide layer was also deposited following the polysilicon deposition. It can be
seen that PECVD oxide deposits well on top of the fingers, but not on the side walls; the
oxide thickness decreases very rapidly down the length of the finger.
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Figure 3A SEM Picture of Deep Reactive Ion Etched Grooves in Silicon
Figure 3.5 Deposition of PECVD Oxide and Polysilicon on Silicon Fingers-Top
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Figure 3.6 Deposition of PECVD Oxide and Polysilicon on Silicon Fingers-Middle
Figure 3.7 Deposition of PECVD Oxide and Polysilicon on Silicon Fingers-Bottom
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The non-conformality of oxide deposition can be traced to the temperature of deposition,
which was 300 C. A higher temperature allows for reacting molecules to adsorb on the
surface and then rapidly migrate along the surface before reacting. The rapid migration of
molecules gives good step coverage and uniform thickness [Sze, 1988]. However a
temperature of 300 'C is not high enough. There are alternative techniques to
grow/deposit oxide at higher temperatures, viz. thermal deposition or chemical vapor
deposition. Thermal oxidation can be done within the facilities at MIT inside a diffusion
tube at a temperature of 1000 C. Oxide grown in this manner was seen to be conformal
but there are two issues with using a thermal oxide. First, the rate at which thermal oxide
etches in HF is much slower than the rate at which PECVD oxide etches and the
polysilicon radiator may not get completely released. More importantly, its rate of growth
decays very rapidly, and a thickness greater than 1 pm cannot be achieved within the
facilities at MIT. A thickness of 1 m is estimated to be insufficient to accommodate
thermal expansion of larger sized radiators (500 pm x 500 pm x 1.2 pm ). The maximum
thermal expansion of fingers on a radiator of this size is estimated as follows:
Al = laAT = 250pm x 6 x10-K-' x973K = 1.46Mm (3.16)
3.5.2 DRIE Trench Lateral Over-etch
The silicon fingers were designed to be 5 pm thick, but it can be seen in Figure 3.6
and Figure 3.7 that the silicon finger thickness is less than 5 pm, although the line width
of the oxide mask was measured to be 5Mm under the microscope. This meant that SF 6
caused some lateral etching as well as illustrated in Figure 3.8. To counter this problem,
the opening in oxide should be made smaller than the etch width desired in Silicon. This
can be done by underexposing the photoresist used to pattern the oxide mask. The
photoresist was exposed for 75% of the normal exposure time and the width of silicon
fingers was measured
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Oxide
Oxide
Figure 3.8 Lateral Etch in STS used for DRIE
Figure 39 Oxide Patterned by Underexposing Photoresist
Figure 3.9 shows the oxide masking layer etched after underexposing the photoresist.
Figure 3.10 and Figure 3.11 show SEM images of silicon fingers etched using an oxide
that was patterned after under-exposing the photoresist. It can be seen from Figure 3.11
that even exposing the resist for 75% of normal exposure time, the silicon finger
thickness is not exactly equal to 5 pm, although it is better than earlier (see Figure 3.6).
50% exposure time was also tried, but then the resist did not develop cleanly; thin lines of
resist remained at places on the wafer where it should have completely developed. An
exposure time somewhere between 50-75% could possibly allow the finger thickness to
be closer to 5 pm , but this was not tried.
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Figure 3.10 DRIE of Silicon after Underexposure of Photoresist (a)
Figure 3.11 DRIE of Silicon after Underexposure of Photoresist (b)
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3.5.3 Sacrificial oxide etch
The polysilicon radiator membranes were 1.2 pm -1.3 gm thick and square in
shape (when viewed from top-see Figure 3.1) with sizes varying from 200pm x 200pm
to 500gm x 500pm. A layer of PECVD oxide 2 gm thick lay between polysilicon and the
substrate. The HF etchant was successfully able to etch the oxide and completely
undercut beneath the polysilicon membranes. In fact when left in 49% HF for 50 minutes,
pads as large as 2mm x 2mm were also completely undercut. By monitoring over a shorter
period of time, it was possible to ensure that only the membranes got undercut while the
larger areas stayed stuck to the substrate via oxide. Note that the oxide was not annealed
prior to the etch PECVD oxide 2gm thick. It is expected that the oxide will etch 2-3
times slower after annealing; however tests have not been done to confirm this. Figure
3.12-Figure 3.15 show SEM images of released polysilicon membranes.
Figure 3.12 SEM picture of Completely Undercut Polysilicon Membrane 1 (a)
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Figure 3.13 SEM Picture of Completely Undercut Polysilicon Membrane 1 (b)
Figure 3.14 SEM Picture of Completely Undercut Polysilicon Membrane 2 (a)
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Figure 3.15 SEM Picture of Completely Undercut Polysilicon Membrane 2 (b)
3.5.4 Metallization
The metal on top of polysilicon (Figure 3.1) conducts electrical current to the
polysilicon radiator, which causes Joule heating of polysilicon membrane. The metal
needs to be compatible with the fabrication process and operating conditions of the
device. The metal or combination of metals should satisfy several requirements as
follows:
1. It should adhere on polysilicon and silicon and make good electrical contact
2. It should resist damage from HF during the sacrificial oxide etch step.
3. Should have a melting point well above 1000C, which is the target temperature
to which the polysilicon membrane is to be heated.
Other requirements are that it should be possible to deposit the chosen metal within the
facilities at MIT, and it should have good electrical conductivity. Several metals that are
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reported to not etch in HF [Broderick, 20032], or etch slowly, were e-beam deposited on
sample devices and some observations were made, as reported in the following table:
Table 3-1 Adhesion of Metal on Polysilicon
Melting Adhesion Electrical Resistance
Metal
point (,C) 3  Observed? x10 8 ( 2 - m)
At 300K At 900K
Tungsten (W) 3422 Yes 5 21.5
Molybdenum (Mo) 2623 Not tested 5 21.2
Iridium (Ir) 2466 Not tested 4.7 -
Platinum (Pt) 1768 No 10.6 32
Palladium (Pd) 1554.9 Not tested 10.0 29.4
Cobalt (Co) 1495 Yes 6.0 -
Nickel (Ni) 1435 Ys nHt liable /.3
Copper (Cu) 1084.6 Yes 1.7 6
Gold (Au) 1064.2 Yes 2.2 7.9
Copper and Gold stick well on polysilicon, but they are known as fast diffusers in silicon-
they produce recombination centers in silicon and reduce carrier lifetime [Jaeger, 1993].
Tungsten sticks well, but during lift-off, it was observed to have a tendency to stick to the
substrate, which can cause possible electrical shorts in the device. In addition, HF visibly
attacked the tungsten film and formed pores in the film. When devices with cobalt metal
were dipped in 49% HF to etch oxide, it was observed that cobalt got easily peeled off
from polysilicon, although it did not get peeled off during lift-off process. This problem
can be got around by sintering the devices at 900 'C [Jaeger, 1993] after depositing
cobalt so that a silicide is formed. The silicide is stable up to 950 C [Sze, 1988]. Thus,
Cobalt is a feasible metal for the designed device. This would a good electrical contact as
well as eliminate the adhesion problem.
2 Original source could not be traced; contact Kurt Broderick, kurt@mtl.mit.edu
3 http://www.webelements.com
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3.5.5 Polysilicon Resistivity at High Temperatures
While designing the device and calculating the power to be input, it was
mentioned that the electrical resistivity of polysilicon can be controlled by controlling the
doping level. While this is true at room temperature as seen in Figure 3.16, it does not
quite hold at high temperatures, especially close to 1000 'C , which is the target
temperature the radiator is designed to be heated up to. Resistive heaters have been
fabricated by other researchers by using polysilicon with high dopant concentrations
( 1019 atoms/cc) which decreases the temperature coefficient of resistance, but pushes
the resistivity to as low a value as 1 0-3 - cm at room temperature [Tang, 2001,
Livermore, 2003]. The resistivity varies only by a factor of 2-3 at 1000 C .
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Figure 3.16 Resistivity of Polysilicon at Room Temperature [Kamins, 19981
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For lower dopant concentrations, the resistivity is high at room temperature, but drops
close to 1 0-3 - cm at high temperatures due to an increase in the intrinsic carrier
concentration. This has unfavorable consequences on the heating of device. With the
resistance of polysilicon getting lower, a larger current needs to be passed through it in
order to heat it up. This however heats the supporting arms as well, and is likely to heat
up the substrate to unacceptably high temperatures. In that case, it is not possible to
perform a first order calculation as described earlier to estimate the power to be supplied.
3D numerical thermal analysis is necessary to predict how uniform a temperature along
the radiator ntmbrane can be obtained; how hot the substrate is likely to get and whether
it needs to be actively cooled.
3.6 Summary
This chapter described a design of prototype device. Preliminary calculations used
to arrive at the dimensions of the device were explained. Process flow used for micro-
fabrication was presented. Lastly some issues faced with fabrication were described along
with possible solutions to some. A flaw in the design with the resistivity of polysilicon
was identified, which highlights the need for detailed modeling to determine how this
will influence device performance.
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4. Experimental Issues and Future Work
This chapter will first define the objectives of performing experiments on the
fabricated TPV devices. Certain issues that should be addressed to successfully conduct
experiments will be highlighted. Vacuum requirement for operation of TPV device will
be justified. Lastly, possible solutions and future work will be discussed.
4.1 Objective of Experiment
The objective of performing experiments is to observe how much advantage in
power density and efficiency a TPV device with fins can offer over one without fins.
Separate sets of experiments need to be carried out on both types of devices. Fabrication
of devices with fins was besieged with several issues as was noted earlier. However,
devices without fins faced posed fewer challenges during fabrication and could
potentially be fabricated successfully with some additional effort. Experiments performed
on such devices should meet the following objectives:
1. Locally heat the radiator to a temperature of 1000 'C while maintaining the
substrate close to room temperature (25 C ).
2. To measure the electrical power output from the silicon p/n junction.
In achieving these two objectives, we will get data on power density and efficiency that
could be used for comparison with the other set of devices that have fins.
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4.2 Temperature Measurement
The temperature of the silicon substrate can be measured easily using
thermocouples. The temperature of the radiator membrane is somewhat difficult to
measure. A few techniques that could be considered are enumerated below:
1. Using a thermocouple attached to the membrane,
2. Characterizing the electrical resistance of the membrane vs. its temperature and
measuring the electrical resistance during the experiment,
3. Using an infrared pyrometer to measure the radiation coming from the membrane.
Each one of these techniques has its pros and cons. Technique (1) appears to be the
most direct and inexpensive way of measuring temperature. In fact thermocouples as thin
as 0.001" in diameter and capable of functioning at 1000 'C are available (For example:
product P13R-001 from Omega). There are some problems with using such a
thermocouple. First, it is very difficult to stick the thermocouple on a membrane which is
as small as 200pmx200gm in size. Second, the polysilicon membrane is electrically
conducting; this could introduce a small potential difference between the tips of the two
metals welded together at the junction, leading to an error in temperature readings.
Technique (2) appears promising if the entire membrane is more or less at a uniform
temperature. As observed in the previous chapter, at 1000 'C the expected resistivity for
polysilicon is -0.001 Q -cm . For this value, the temperature of the membrane may not
be uniform; this can only be confirmed by a full scale 3-dimensional thermal model.
Technique (3) requires that the emissivity of the membrane be characterized for
temperatures up to 1000 'C. The temperature of the substrate beneath the membrane will
affect the radiation measured above the membrane. This means that the temperature of
the substrate should be the same (-300 K), when characterizing the emissivity and when
conducting experiments while we heat the radiator membrane. But in such a scenario, we
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need to find a way to measure the temperature of the membrane when characterizing the
emissivity! Alternatively, a dual bandwidth pyrometer could be used, which eliminates
the need to characterize emissivity. However, such a pyrometer works on the assumption
that the membrane emissivity has no spectral tilt; in other words, it is independent of
wavelength, which is not true. In addition, we will need to precisely position and focus an
optical fiber on a membrane as small as 200pm x 200pm in size, and ensure that it
remains focused while performing the experiment. In summary, this method to measure
the temperature appears cumbersome and expensive.
Technique (2) which involves characterizing the resistance of polysilicon membrane
from room temperature up to 1000 'C appears most feasible in terms of ease of
implementation and cost of set-up and execution. A 3-dimensional analysis should be
done to fmd out the non-uniformity of temperature along the membrane. If the
temperature is uniform, this technique will be accurate.
Figure 4.1 Bird's Eye-View of Fabricated Device: Metal is Lifted-off on Polysilicon which is
Separated from the Substrate by a 2um Thick Oxide Layer
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To measure and characterize the resistance of polysilicon membrane, a four point
method should be used. While designing the device however, it was thought that a dual
bandwidth pyrometer with an optical fiber would be used to measure the temperature.
This design did not allow for four separate individual contacts to be made. Therefore the
design was modified to overcome this limitation. Figure 4.1 and Figure 4.2 show SEM
images of a device fabricated after modifying the design.
Figure 4.2 Close-up of Device Showing 250nm Thick Metal Layer on Polysilicon Membrane
Separated From Substrate by 2um Thick Oxi de Layer
The four large rectangular pads surrounding the device provide four electrical access
points. The inverted 'T' shaped pad in Figure 4.1 provides electrical access to the n-side
of silicon p/n junction. A simplified electrical circuit for the device is shown in Figure 4.3.
It assumes that there is no potential drop along the metal lines stuck on the polysilicon
membrane. It is easy to confirm that the resistance of the metal line is of the order of a
few ohms as compared to that of the polysilicon resistor which is of the order of 10,000
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Qi. Therefore the resistance of the metal line present on the membrane is ignored in the
circuit diagram.
R do
Ia
b
a
IRVY6v0
0- I
Figure 43 Simplified Circuit to Measure Electrical Resistance of Polysilicon
Note that it is fairly straight forward to measure the power output from the silicon p/n
junction. By connecting a resistive load across the junction and measuring the current
through it and the voltage across it, the power delivered by the p/n junction can be
measured. The value of the resistance can be varied to determine the load at which the
maximum power output is obtained from the converter. (Figure 4.3 does not show the p/n
junction or the electrical circuit for the power output from the device)
4.3 Vacuum Requirement
Rarefied air present between the radiator membrane and the converter substrate will
conduct heat. The better the vacuum in which the thermophotovoltaic device operates, the
smaller is the heat conducted. We can calculate how good a vacuum is needed by setting
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a requirement that the heat conducted by the rarefied air molecules be smaller than 1% of
the heat energy transferred by radiation.
At low pressure, the mean free path of air molecules is large and we cannot use the
Fourier law to calculate the heat conducted by the air molecules. The mean free path is
defined as follows:
A- 1 RTI = = (4.1)
.1-7d2n - 7rd2pN
d is the diameter of a gas molecule; 7rd 2 is called the collision cross section of the gas
molecule, n is the number density of gas molecules calculated using the ideal gas law as
pNA
n = p , R is the universal gas constant, T is the temperature in Kelvin, p is the
R T
pressure and NA is Avogadro's number. Taking a value of ird2 = 10-19 m2 [Gombosi,
- 1273+300
1994] for the cross-section and average value of T = =786.5K for the
2
temperature, we get the following expression for A:
0.0179Pa-m2 - (4.2)
p
This gives a value of A=0.18pm at atmospheric pressure (p = 1.01325x10 5Pa) and a
value of A = 18mm at a pressure of p = lPa. The ratio of the molecular ntan free path
to the characteristic size of the body is known as the Knudsen number and it determines
the regime in which heat conduction by rarefied gas falls. Taking the characteristic length
as the spacing between the radiator membrane and converter substrate (2pm), we get a
value of Kn ~ 9000 at a pressure of 1 Pa. This falls in what is called the free molecular
interaction regime, in which case the heat conducted by the air molecules can be
calculated from the following formula [Gombosi, 1994]:
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qcond=ank k y+l (T2 -T) (4.3)27rm y-Iffj +IF
a is thermal accommodation coefficient, k is Boltzmann's constant, m is molecular
mass, y is the ratio specific heats=1.4 for air, T; and T2 are the temperatures of the
substrate and the radiator respectively and T is the mean temperature of the gas
=pNAfo th idagala k= R
molecules. Substituting n = from the ideal gas law, k = - (definition of
RT NA
Boltzmann's constant) and NAm = M , where M is the molar mass of air (=0.029
kg/mol), we get the following expression:
p R y +1 J7T
qcon = a- 4 ( T2 -T (4.4)T 2'M Y-1 +42
Gombosi suggests that for most materials, the thermal accommodation coefficient is close
to unity (0.87 a 0.97 ), therefore a value of unity can be used. Substituting the values
in Eq. (4.4), we obtain the following expression for the heat conducted via the air film
that is at a pressure of p (in Pa) between two surfaces at 1273K and 300K respectively:
qcond = (1533) p W/m2  (4.5)
The radiative transfer between the two surfaces, as calculated in Chapter 2 equals
103,909 W/m2 . If we want qcondto be less than 1% of qd, the maximum allowable
pressure can be obtained as follows:
1 533P
<0.01 = p < 0.68Pa=5.ImTorr (4.6)
103,909
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4.4 Future Work
Broadly speaking, there are two areas where there is potential for future work to
be carried out: (i) fabrication and (ii) theoretical modeling. Fabrication of the prototype
device brought up several issues that need to be worked upon, such as the following:
1. Conformal deposition of oxide in grooves 50 pm deep and 5 pm wide. It was
noted that oxide deposited at higher temperatures is likely to deposit conformally.
2. Use of alternative metal. While cobalt lifted-off fine, it did not survive HF etch,
although data suggest it etches slowly in HF. Tungsten was visibly attacked by
HF and seemed to have pores after the HF etch step. One possible solution is to
deposit cobalt and heat the wafers to 700-900'C to form cobalt silicide, which
should not have adhesion problems and could survive an HF etch.
3. A 3-dimensional heat conduction-radiation analysis should be performed to obtain
the temperature distribution along the radiator, substrate and the cooling load on
the substrate.
4. The resistance of polysilicon could be characterized as a function of temperature
from 300 K-1273 K. This data could be used to measure the temperature of the
polysilicon radiator, since thermocouples are difficult to attach on membranes as
small as 200pum x 2 00Mm.
Alternative designs for the device could also be explored. One could consider
fabricating the radiator and converter separately and then assembling them together; this
approach will certainly offer new challenges, especially during assembly and later on
while carrying out the experiments.
On the theoretical modeling front, it was noted that the dimensions of the device
are of the order of a few microns, which is comparable to the wavelengths of interest and
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thermal coherence length. When the dimensions are so small, models that assume bulk
optical properties or use geometric optics and ray tracing are imprecise. In fact, as
mentioned in the previous chapter, coming up with better models for radiative transfer in
such periodic devices and at small length scales is an area of active ongoing research.
4.5 Summary
This chapter identified the objectives of performing experiments on TPV devices
and potential difficulties in measuring temperature of the radiator. Possible techniques
were enumerated and compared. The minimum amount of vacuum (or the highest
allowable pressure of air) necessary for the operation of the TPV device was calculated
by requiring that conduction through the air film should not exceed 1% of the radiative
energy transfer between the radiator and converter. Finally, directions for future work
were highlighted.
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5. Conclusion
This thesis discusses the modeling and fabrication of a microscale
thermophotovoltaic (TPV) device that converts thermal radiation incident upon a
semiconductor p/n junction into electricity. Chapter 1 presents a brief history of TPV.
Current TPV systems are limited in their efficiency and power density. By incorporating
fins in a TPV device, higher radiative heat transfer rate per unit base area could be
achieved. Micron or submicron scale gaps between the radiator and semiconductor
converter could increase radiative transfer by tunneling of photons. Furthermore, a
periodic device structure with fins could boost the energy conversion efficiency by
filtering the sub-bandgap radiation as well as recycling above-bandgap photons.
In Chapter 2, two models were developed to estimate the increase in power
density. Using a view factor and bulk emissivity based model, it was concluded that
depending on the geometry, a 10 fold advantage could be realized. A thin-film model was
developed later to account for the fact that the emissivity and absorptivity of fins as thin
as 2-5 gm is different from bulk emissivity. This model, which used ray-tracing analysis,
suggested that only a 2.5-fold increase could be attained for the same geometry for which
the earlier model suggested a 10-fold increase. For devices based on 111-V converters that
have lower bandgap, the increase is expected to be closer to that suggested by the bulk
emissivity model. The device structure also recycles short wavelength photons and
recoups long wavelength photons, which improves the device efficiency, although no
detailed modeling on efficiency is reported in this thesis. The chapter highlighted
limitations of both these model and pointed to ongoing research that could better address
the modeling of such a device with thin fins and small gaps (- 1-2 pm ) between them.
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Chapter 3 described the design of a prototype silicon based micro
thermophotovoltaic device. An integrated fabrication procedure avoids the issue of
assembly but complicates the task of micro-fabrication. Careful design was required to
ensure that pitfalls that could easily render the device non-functional are avoided; this
posed several challenges. It was necessary to ensure that the radiator be heated locally up
to -1000 C , while the substrate be close to room temperature. Conduction heat leakage
into the substrate should be small to minimize the cooling load on the substrate and
ensure that the overall efficiency is good. The design should accommodate thermal
expansion of the radiator; the structure should not buckle, and the radiator should not
come into physical contact with the converter to avoid a thermal short.
A design and a process-flow compatible with equipment at MIT were developed
addressing the aforementioned issues. Several issues arose during fabrication of the
devices. The oxide layer did not deposit conformally inside trenches etched in silicon, but
it could be taken care of by increasing the temperature of deposition. The trenches etched
by deep reactive ion etching (DRIE) were observed to be wider than the dimensions on
the mask. This issue was resolved by underexposing the photoresist while transferring the
mask pattern. The polysilicon membrane was prone to getting stuck on to the substrate
after the sacrificial oxide was etched, the wafers rinsed in water and dried. This issue was
sorted by soaking the wafers in 2-propanol immediately rinsing the wafers. It was
required that deposited metals adhere well on polysilicon, have a nelting point greater
than 1000 'C and be resistant to HF. While no single metal met all requirements, a metal
silicide could be considered.
Chapter 4 discussed issues that should be addressed while performing
experiments on the devices. The temperature of the membrane could be measured by: (i)
attaching a thermocouple, (ii) characterizing the polysilicon resistance vs. temperature
and (iii) using an infrared pyrometer. Characterizing the polysilicon resistance appears
feasible and easy to implement. A 3-dimensional beat conduction-cum-radiation analysis
should be performed to confirm that the temperature across the polysilicon membrane is
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uniform, the substrate is close to room temperature and the conduction heat leakage is
small. Lastly, it was noted that while a crude model was developed and several issues that
arose during fabrication were addressed, many more challenges remain to be addressed
on both the modeling as well as the fabrication front.
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A. View Factors
We are interested in calculating the view factor from a small finite surface area element
on surface i to another element on surface j, AFj where i, j=1,2,3,4 and i j
d
Figure A.1: View-factor from Differential Element to Strip of Differential Width [Modest, 19931
From Modest [Modest, 1993], we have,
dF = cos Odo
2
If surface j has a finite width, we can integrate the above expression over its width to
obtain the following expression:
A.FdAA_ cosodo _ sin, -sin 2 1
The above formula can be rewritten to calculate all the view factors as illustrated below:
2 -+FE 1 2 + - 1/2
2 z + z 2z + z + j
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B. FORTRAN Program for View Factor Based Model
Start
Declare variables
Temperature T,
Define parameters
a-= 5.67 x10-
Calculate
View-factors
Initialize variables
Tadiator fin =1273,t = 0
Calculate heat loss via
conduction, qcond
Calculate heat loss via
radiation, qad
Calculate temperature at
next time step, T.,
End
Print results
T=..
Post processing
Power enhanced x times
Set
N Is relative error
-. _ small enough?
Error < I%?
Calculate relative error
between q,0od and qad
Figure B.1: Flow Chart for Main Program of View Factor Based Model
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Main Program file
program radiationfin
include 'incdeclare.f
include 'incdata.f
eetal=1.0/(1.O/emissl(nl)+1.O/emiss2(l)-1.0)
eeta2=1.0/(1.0/emiss2(n2)+1.0/emiss1(1)-1.0)
include 'incviewfactors.f
include 'incinitialize.f
steady=.false.
stdyctr=0
do while(.not.steady)
stdyctr=stdyctr+1
call caLqcond(nl,Tlold,zl,qcondl)
call caLqcond(n2,T2old,z2,qcond2)
call cal_qrad(nl,n2,n3, n4, emissl,emiss2, emiss3, emiss4,
1 Ti, T2, T3, T4, qradl, qrad2, qrad3, qrad4,
2 dfl2, dfl3, dfl4, df2l, df23, df24, df3l, df32, df34,
3 df41, df42, df43, diffallow, iter)
reltoll=startreltol
reltol2=startreltol
do il=2,nl-1
T1(il)=Tlold(il)
2 +alphal *dt*(qcond I(ii )-2.0/(cond I*thickl )*qrad I(ii))
reltol 1 =max(abs((qcond I(ii )-2.0/(condl *thick1)*qrad I(ii))
2 /qcondl (il)),reltoll)
end do
c print*,'reltoll=',reltoll
TI (ni)=calTtip((8.0*condl/(3.0*eetal *sigma*dzl)),
1 (condi *(T1(nl -2)-9.0*T1(nl -1))
2 /(3.0*eetal*sigma*dz1)-Thase2**4.0),
3 T1(nl -1),tipallow)
reltoll=max(abs((condl *(8.0*T1 (ni)-9.0*Tl (nI - 1)+T1(nl -2))/(3.0*dzl)
1 +eetal *sigma*(T1 (ni)**4-T2(n2)**4))/
2 (eetal *sigma*(T 1(nl)**4-T2(n2)**4))),reltoll)
c print*,'reltoll=',reltoll
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do i2=2,n2-1
T2(i2)=T2old(i2)
3 +alpha2*dt*(qcond2(i2)-2.0/(cond2*thick2)*qrad2(i2))
reltol2=max(abs((qcond2(i2)-2.0/(cond2*thick2)*qrad2(i2))
2 /qcond2(i2)),reltol2)
end do
c print*,'reltol2=',reltol2
T2(n2)=calTtip((8.0*cond2/(3.0*eeta2*sigma*dz2)),
1 (cond2*(T2(n2-2)-9.0*T2(n2-1))
2 /(3.0*eeta2*sigma*dz2)-Tbase1 **4.0),
3 T2(n2-1),tipallow)
reltol2=max(abs((cond2*(8.0*T2(n2)-9.0*T2(n2- 1)+T2(n2-2))/(3.0*dz2)
1 +eeta2*sigma*(T2(n2)**4-T1 (1)**4))/
2 (eeta2*sigma*(T2(n2)**4-T1 (1)**4))),reltol2)
c print*,'reltol2=',reltol2
if((reltoll.gt.allowreltol).or.(reltol2.gt.allowreltol)) then
do il=1,nl
TIold(il)=T1(il)
end do
do i2=1,n2
T2old(i2)=T2(i2)
end do
else
steady=.true.
end if
c printing the newly calculated T's
if(mod(stdyctr, 1 00).eq.0) then
print*,'stdyctr=',stdyctr,' reltoll =',reltoll,' reltol2=',reltol2
end if
end do
include 'incresult.f
end !main program ends here!!
include 'sbrinccalqrad.f
include 'sbrinccalqcond.f
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double precision function calTtip(a,b,start,convgallow)
implicit none
double precision a, b, start, convgallow
double precision oldroot
logical converge
oldroot=start
converge=.false.
do while(.not.converge)
calTtip=(3.0*oldroot* *4.0-b)/(4.0*oldroot* *3.0+a)
if (abs(calTtip-oldroot).gt.convgallow) then
oldroot=calTtip
else
converge=.true.
end if
end do
return
end
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File: inc declare.f
implicit none
integer ni, n2, n3, n4
parameter (nl=25, n2=25, n3=8, n4=8)
double precision sigma
parameter (sigma=5.67E-8) !also defined in sbrinc cal-qrad.f!
double precision T1(n1), T2(n2), T3(n3), T4(n4)
double precision emissl(nl), emiss2(n2), emiss3(n3), emiss4(n4)
double precision qradl(nl), qrad2(n2), qrad3(n3), qrad4(n4)
double precision qcondl(nl), qcond2(n2), qcond3(n3), qcond4(n4)
double precision 11, gi, 12, 13
double precision 112, 14
double precision diffallow
integer il, i2, i3, i4, iter
double precision dzl, dz2, dz3, dz4
double precision zl(n1), z2(n2), z3(n3), z4(n4)
double precision condi, cond2, thicki, thick2, alphal, alpha2
double precision Tlold(nl), T2old(n2)
double precision Thase 1, Tbase2, dt
double precision difff 1, diffT2, stdyallow
integer stdyctr
logical steady
c result file variables
double precision heatrad_eheatcond_enetheat_e
double precision heatrad_c, heatcond_c, netheat_c
double precision heatrad 1, heatrad_2
double precision calTtip
double precision eetal, eeta2
double precision tipallow !how accurate a tip temperature I want!
double precision reltoll, reltol2, startreltol, allowreltol
double precision radjtip
double precision dfl2(nl,n2), dfl3(nl,n3), dfl4(nl,n4)
double precision df21(n2,nl), df23(n2,n3), df24(n2,n4)
double precision df34(n3,n4), df3l(n3,nl), df32(n3,n2)
double precision df41(n4,nl), df42(n4,n2), df43(n4,n3)
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File: inc data.f
11=50e-6
gl=0.0
12=50e-6
13=2e-6
thickl=5e-6
thick2=5e-6
condl=25.54 !material - hot poly, source: Diana's data:Purdue Handbook?
cond2=148.0 !material - Si, source: Mills Appendix A-pg 906!
diffallow=1 e- 16
stdyallow=le-6
tipallow=l e- 12
allowreltol=0.01 !meaning 1% error!
!---------------------------
startreltol=allowreltol/10.0 !must be smaller than allowreltol for convergence
!-------------------------
Thasel=1273.0
Thase2=300.0
do il=l,nl
emissl(il)=0.7
end do
do i2=1,n2
emiss2(i2)=0.7
end do
do i3=l,n3
emiss3(i3)=0.7
end do
do i4=ln4
emiss4(i4)=0.7
end do
unimportant for final results
dt=5e-9
alphal=9.2E-6
alpha2=8.9E-5
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File: inc viewfactors.f
c calculate viewfactors
112=11+gl
14=13
dzl = l1/(nl-2.0)
dz2 = 12/(n2-2.0)
dz3 = 13/(n3-2.0)
dz4 = 14/(n4-2.0)
zl(1) = 0.0
zl(nl) = 11
z2(1) = 0.0
z2(n2) = 12
z3(1)=O.0
z3(n3)=13
z4(1)=0.0
z4(n4)=14
do il=2,nl-1
zl(il) = zl(1) + (il-1.5)*dz1
end do
do i2=2,n2-1
z2(i2) = z2(1) + (i2-1.5)*dz2
end do
do i3=2,n3-1
z3(i3) = z3(1) + (i3-1.5)*dz3
end do
do i4=2,n4-1
z4(i4) = z4(1) + (i4-1.5)*dz4
end do
do il=2,nl-I
do i2=2,n2-1
dfl2(il,i2)=0.5*abs(
I ((I12-zl(i1)-z2(i2)-0.5*dz2)
2 /((112-zl (il)-z2(i2)-0.5*dz2)**2.0+13**2.0)**0.5)
3 -((112-zl(i1)-z2(i2)+0.5*dz2)
4 /((11 2-z I(il)-z2(i2)+0.5*dz2)**2.0+13 **2.0)**0.5))
df21(i2,il)=0.5*abs(
I ((I12-zl(il)-z2(i2)-0.5*dz1)
2 /((11 2-z I(il)-z2(i2)-0.5*dz1)**2.0+13**2.0)**0.5)
3 -((112-zl(il)-z2(i2)+0.5*dz1)
4 /((11 2-z I(il)-z2(i2)+0.5*dz1)**2.0+13**2.0)**0.5))
end do
do i3=2,n3-l
dfl3(il,i3)=0.5*zl(il)*abs(
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1 (1.0/(zl (ii )**2.0+(z3(i3)+0.5*dz3)**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.O/(zl (i1)**2.0+(z3(i3)-0.5*dz3)**2.0)**0.5))
df3 1(i3,il)=0.5*z3(i3)*abs(
1 (1.0/(z3(i3)**2.0+(zl(il)+0.5*dzl)**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.O/(z3(i3)**2.0+(zl(il)-0.5*dzl)**2.0)**0.5))
end do
do i4=2,n4-1
dfl4(il,i4)=0.5*(112-zl(il))*abs(
I (1.0/((112-zl(il))**2.0+(13-z4(i4)-0.5*dz4)**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.0/((112-zl(il))**2.0+(13-z4(i4)+0.5*dz4)**2.0)**0.5))
df41(i4,il)=0.5*(13-z4(i4))*abs(
1 (1.0/((112-zl(il)-0.5*dz1)**2.0+(13-z4(i4))**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.0/((112-zl(il)+0.5*dz1)**2.0+(13-z4(i4))**2.0)**0.5))
end do
end do
do i2=2,n2-1
do i3=2,n3-1
df23(i2,i3)=0.5*(112-z2(i2))*abs(
1 (1.0/((112-z2(i2))**2.0+(13-z3(i3)-0.5*dz3)**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.O/((112-z2(i2))**2.0+(13-z3(i3)+0.5*dz3)**2.0)**0.5))
df32(i3,i2)=0.5*(13-z3(i3))*abs(
1 (1.0/((112-z2(i2)-0.5*dz2)**2.0+(13-z3(i3))**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.O/((112-z2(i2)+0.5*dz2)**2.0+(13-z3(i3))**2.0)**0.5))
end do
do i4=2,n4-1
df24(i2,i4)=0.5*z2(i2)*abs(
1 (1.0/(z2(i2)**2.0+(z4(i4)-0.5*dz4)**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.0/(z2(i2)**2.0+(z4(i4)+0.5*dz4)**2.0)**0.5))
df42(i4,i2)=0.5*z4(i4)*abs(
1 (1.0/((z2(i2)-0.5*dz2)**2.0+z4(i4)**2.0)**0.5)
2 -(1.0/((z2(i2)+0.5*dz2)**2.0+z4(i4)**2.0)**0.5))
end do
end do
do i3=2,n3-1
do i4=2,n4-1
df34(i3,i4)=0.5*abs(
1 ((13-z3(i3)-z4(i4)-0.5*dz4)
2 /((13-z3(i3)-z4(i4)-0.5*dz4)**2.0+112**2.0)**0.5)
3 -((13 -z3(i3)-z4(i4)+0.5 *dz4)
4 /((13-z3(i3)-z4(i4)+0.5*dz4)**2.0+112**2.0)**0.5))
df43(i4,i3)=0.5*abs(
1 ((13-z3(i3)-z4(i4)-0.5*dz3)
2 /((13-z3(i3)-z4(i4)-0.5*dz3)**2.0+112**2.0)**0.5)
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3 -((13 -z3(i3)-z4(i4)+0.5*dz3)
4 /((13-z3(i3)-z4(i4)+0.5*dz3)**2.0+112**2.0)**0.5))
end do
end do
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File: inc initialize.f
do il=1,nl
Tlold(il)=Tbasel
TI(il)=TbaseI
qrad I(ii )=sigma*T1(il)**4.0
end do
do i2=1,n2
T2old(i2)=Tbase2
T2(i2)=Tbase2
qrad2(i2)=sigma*T2(i2)**4.0
end do
do i3=1,n3
T3(i3)=Tbasel
qrad3(i3)=- 1.0*sigma*T1(1)**4.0
end do
do i4=1,n4
T4(i4)=Tbase2
qrad4(i4)=- 1.0*sigma*T1(1)**4.0
end do
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File:inc result.f
print*
print*,'Final results:'
print*
print*,'Printing TI; stdyctr=',stdyctr,' reltoll=',reltoll
do il=1,nl
print*,zl(il),' ',T1(il)
end do
print*
print*,'Printing T2; stdyctr=',stdyctr,' reltol2=',reltol2
do i2=1,n2
print*,(11 2-z2(i2)),' ',T2(i2)
end do
print*
print*,'Printing qradl(il)'
do il=2,nl-1
print*,zl(il),' ',qradl(il)*dzl
end do
print*
print*,'Printing qrad2(i2)'
do i2=2,n2-1
print*,(l I2-z2(i2)),' ',qrad2(i2)*dz2
end do
print*
print*,'Printing qrad3(i3)'
do i3=2,n3-1
print*,z3(i3),' ',qrad3(i3)*dz3
end do
print*
print*,'Printing qrad4(i4)'
do i4=2,n4-1
print*,(13-z4(i4)),' ',qrad4(i4)*dz4
end do
heatrade=0.0
do i3=2,n3-1
heatrade=heat-rade+qrad3(i3)*dz3
end do
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do il=2,nl-1
heatrade=heatrade+qradl (il)*dzl
end do
heatradc=0.0
do i2=2,n2-1
heatradc=heat-radc+qrad2(i2)*dz2
end do
do i4=2,n4-1
heatradc=heat-radc+qrad4(i4)*dz4
end do
radtip= eetal*sigma*(T1(ni)**4-T2(1)**4)*thickl
2 +eeta2*sigma*(T1 (1)**4-T2(n2)**4)*thick2
heatrade=2.0*heatrade + radtip
heatradc=abs(2*heatjradc) + radjtip
print*
print*,'heat-rade=',heatrad_e,' heatradc=',heatrad_c
c calculate W/mA2 also below!
print*,'Transfer @',heatrad e/(thickl +thick2+13+14),' W/m^2'
print*,'Enhancement=',heat rade/(thickl+thick2+13+14)/
I (eetal*sigma*(T1(1)**4-T2(1)**4))
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File: sbr inc calkcond.f
subroutine cal-qcond(n, T, x, dtwoThydxsqr)
c This subroutine calculates the second derivative of T wrt x at 'interior' x
c locations, given the T values everywhere.
integer n
double precision T(1:n), x(l:n), dtwoThydxsqr(l:n)
integer i
do i=2,n-1
dtwoTbydxsgr(i)= ( (x(i+1)-x(i))*T(i-1)
1 +(x(i)-x(i-1))*T(i+l)
2 -(x(i+l)-x(i-1))*T(i))
3 / ((x(i)-x(i-1))*(x(i+l)-x(i))*(x(i+l)-x(i-1))/2.0)
c First order accurate in general. Reduces to second order accurate central
c difference scheme if the x's are uniformly spaced.
end do
return
end
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File: sbr inc calgrad.f
subroutine cal qrad(nl,n2,n3, n4, emissi,emiss2, emiss3, emiss4,
1 T1, T2, T3, T4, ql, q2, q3, q4,
2 dfl2, dfl3, dfl4, df2l, df23, df24, df3l, df32, df34,
3 df41, df42, df43, diffallow, iter)
implicit none
integer n1, n2, n3, n4
double precision T1(nl), T2(n2), T3(n3), T4(n4)
double precision emissl(nl), emiss2(n2), emiss3(n3), emiss4(n4)
double precision ql(nl), q2(n2), q3(n3), q4(n4)
double precision 11, gl, 12, 13
double precision diffallow
integer iter
integer il,i2, i3, i4
double precision sigma
parameter(sigma=5.67E-8)
c double precision 112, dzl, dz2, dz3, dz4, 14
double precision qlold(nl), q2old(n2), q3old(n3), q4old(n4)
c double precision zl(nl), z2(n2), z3(n3), z4(n4)
double precision dfl2(nl,n2), dfl3(nl,n3), dfl4(nl,n4)
double precision df21(n2,n1), df23(n2,n3), df24(n2,n4)
double precision df34(n3,n4), df31(n3,nl), df32(n3,n2)
double precision df41(n4,n 1), df42(n4,n2), df43(n4,n3)
logical converge
double precision Integrate
double precision maxql, maxq2, maxq3, maxq4
double precision findmax
c initializing the old q's
do il=l,nl
qlold(il)=ql(il)
end do
do i2=ln2
q2old(i2)=q2(i2)
end do
do i3=ln3
q3old(i3)=q3(i3)
end do
do i4=ln4
q4old(i4)=q4(i4)
end do
c finished initializing the old q's
converge = .false.
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iter =0
do while(.not.converge)
iter=iter+1
do il=2,nl-1
qi(il)=emissl(il)*(sigma*Tl(il)**4.0
1 -Integrate(il,nl,n2,dfl2,T2,q2,emiss2)
2 -Integrate(il,nl,n3,dfl3,T3,q3,emiss3)
3 -Integrate(il,nl,n4,dfl4,T4,q4,emiss4))
end do
do i2=2,n2-1
q2(i2)=emiss2(i2)*(sigma*T2(i2)**4.0
1 -Integrate(i2,n2,n3,df23,T3,q3,emiss3)
2 -Integrate(i2,n2,n4,df24,T4,q4,emiss4)
3 -Integrate(i2,n2,n l,df2 ,T1 ,ql ,emiss 1))
end do
do i3=2,n3-1
q3(i3)=emiss3(i3)*(sigma*T3(i3)**4.0
1 -Integrate(i3,n3,n4,df34,T4,q4,emiss4)
2 -Integrate(i3,n3,nl,df31,T1,qlemiss1)
3 -Integrate(i3,n3,n2,df32,T2,q2,emiss2))
end do
do i4=2,n4-1
q4(i4)=emiss4(i4)*(sigma*T4(i4)**4.0
1 -Integrate(i4,n4,nl,df4l,T1,ql,emissl)
2 -Integrate(i4,n4,n2,df42,T2,q2,emiss2)
3 -Integrate(i4,n4,n3,df43,T3,q3,emiss3))
end do
maxql=findmax(nl ,ql ,qlold)
maxq2=findmax(n2,q2,q2old)
maxq3=findmax(n3,q3,q3old)
maxq4=findmax(n4,q4,q4old)
c print*,'maxq values are=',maxql,maxq2,maxq3,maxq4
if((maxql.gt.diffallow).or.(maxq2.gt.diffallow).or.
1 (maxq3.gt.diffallow).or.(maxq4.gt.diffallow) ) then
c must iterate again ==> update qold's
do il=1,nl
qlold(il)=ql(il)
end do
do i2=1,n2
q2old(i2)=q2(i2)
end do
do i3=1,n3
q3old(i3)=q3(i3)
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end do
do i4=1,n4
q4old(i4)=q4(i4)
end do
c converge=.true.
c finished updating qold's
else
converge=.true.
end if
end do
return !!end of subroutine!!
end
double precision function Integrate(il,nl,n2,dfT,q,emiss)
implicit none
integer il,nl,n2
double precision df(nl,n2), T(n2), q(n2), eniss(n2)
integer j
double precision sigma
parameter (sigma=5.67E-8)
Integrate=0.0
do j=2,n2-1
Integrate=Integrate + df(ilj)*(sigma*T(j)**4.0
I -q(j)*(.0-emiss(j))/emiss(j))
end do
c print*,'printing Integrate=',Integrate
return
end
double precision function findmax(n,q,qold)
implicit none
integer n
double precision q(n),qold(n)
integer i
fmdmax=0.0
do i=2,n-l
findmax=max(fmdmax,abs(q(i)-qold(i)))
end do
return
end
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C. Irradiance onto Converter
The radiative heat transfer rate per unit wavelength impinging onto an
infinitesimal area dA, from the direction of si over a solid angle of dAi is given by (See
Figure C.1),
cident I (r,A, (cosO dA)d
dOj
Figure C.1: Directional Irradiance onto a Surface [Modest, pp. 65]
Substituting dai, = sin OdO,di for the solid angle, we get,
dI ,cident = I, (r,A, s) cos 6, sin 0,ddlrV
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If Iide,,, is independent of y, , then we get the radiative heat transfer rate per unit
wavelength impinging onto dA per unit angle dO, by integrating the above equation with
respect to yi .
Iniden,= f ( r,A, ')cos O sin dOdi, = irI, (r,A, ')sin20jdOi
The incident intensity can be related to black body intensity using emissivity,
I, (r,A,s =E (A,0,T)Ib (A,T)
Ib is the spectral distribution of blackbody emission given by
2hc2
[ exp(hco /AkT)-1]
Thus, we get the following equation for ncident
I ciden =x(A,0) Ib(11,T)sin2O.
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D. FORTRAN Code: Thin Film Model
File 'main.f calculates the power absorbed in the converter and the photon current over a
specified range of wavelength and angle of incidence. The file calls on a function in file
'funcSi_R.f' which is a function that incorporates refractive index data from obtained
from Palik's handbook of optical constants. File 'sbrcoefficients.f calculates the
absorptivity and reflectivity and these are used to calculate the power absorbed in the
converter. File 'sbrsimpson.f is a subroutine that performs numerical integration using
Simpson's rule.
File 'power.f uses the value of photon current obtained from 'main.f and calculates the
maximum electrical output that can be expected from a Silicon p/n junction for the given
photon current.
File: main.f
program absorption
implicit none
integer i, n, j, m
i,n for theta, j,m for lambda
parameter(n=91, m=5001) ! n and m should be odd for Simpson's rule
double precision theta(n), Absorthetalambda(n)
double complex n_R
double precision thick_R
double complex refractiveindex_R
double precision lambda(m), lambdabegin, lambdaend
double precision pi, h, c, boltzmann, T_E
double precision Absorlambda(m), Ib
double precision Powerperarea, incidentthetajlambda(n)
double precision incidentjlambda(m), powerinci
double precision Vlmax, VI, photon currentperjlambda(m), Jl
parameter (pi=3.141592653589790, h=6.626e-34, c=2.998e8,
1 boltzmann=1.381e-23)
parameter(thickR=475e-6, TE=1273.0)
parameter (lambdabegin=0.3e-6, lambdaend=1.107e-6)
!lambdaend=1.107e-6)
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lambda(1)=lambdabegin
lambda(m)=lambdaend
do j=1,m
lambda(j)=lambda(1)+(j- 1)*(lambda(m) -lambda(1))/(m- 1)
end do
doj=1,m
theta(1)=O.O
theta(n)=pi/2.0
do i=2,n-1
theta(i)=theta(1)+(i-1)*(theta(n)-theta(1))/(n-1)
end do
n_R=refractiveindexR(lambda(j)) !! enter this function using a curve fit
I_b=2.0*h*c**2/(lambda(j)**5*(exp(h*c/(lambda(j)*boltzmann*TE))-1.0))
do i=1,n
call coefficients(lambda(j),theta(i), nR, thick_R,
I Absorthetajlambda(i),incident thetalambda(i))
Absortheta lambda(i)=Absorjtheta lambda(i)*ILb
incidentthetalambda(i)=incidentthetalambda(i)*I_b
end do
call integrate-simpsons-rule(theta, Absorthetalambda, n, Absorlambda(j))
call integrate-simpsonsjrule(theta, incidentthetalambda, n,
I incident lambda(j))
photon currenLperjlambda(j)=Absor-lambda(j)*lambda(j)* 1.6e- 19/(h*c)
end do
call integrate simpsonsrule(lambda,Absorlambdam,Powerperarea)
call integrate-simpsonsjrule(lambda,incidentlambdam,powerinci)
call integrate-simpsons-rule(lambda,photon current_perjlambda,m,Jl)
print*,'Jl=',Jl
VI=VImax(Jl*Ie-4) ! Jl has to be in Amp/(cm*cm) to be input into power.f
print*,powerinci,Powerperarea,VI* 1 e4
all powers are in W/mA2
end
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File: func Si R.f
double complex function refractivejindexR(lambda)
implicit none
double precision lambda, lambdal
double precision rl, img, pi
parameter(pi=3.141592653589790)
double precision a, b, c, d, e, T
parameter (T=300.0)
lambda 1 =lambda* 1 e6
if(lambdal.lt.0.3297) then
img=1082.5*Iambdal**2 - 715.68*lambdal + 121.42
elseif(lambdal.lt.0.3803) then
img= -1324.5*1ambdal**2 + 898.77*lambdal - 149.24
elseif(lambdal.lt.0.4) then
img= 1156*lambdal**2 - 930.32*lambdal + 187.56
elseif(lambdal.lt.0.5961) then
img= 0.0007*1ambdal**(-6.7786)
elseif(lambdal.lt.0.7847) then
img=0.0022*lambdal**(-4.8056)
elseif(lambdal.lt.0.8856) then
img=0.8912*Iambdal**2 - 1.4823*lambdal + 0.6215
elseif(lambdal.lt.0.9686) then
img=-0.3387*1ambda1**2 + 0.5423*lambdal - 0.2069
else !(lambdal.lt.1.107) note that Si bandedge=1.1071um
img=0.0347*lambdal**2 - 0.0764*lambdal + 0.0421
end if
if(lambdal.lt.0.3734) then
rl=7184.3*ambdal**3 - 6702.5*lambdal**2 + 2084.8*lambdal - 211.18
elseif(lambdal.lt.0.8266) then
rl=10425*lambdal**6 - 39870*lambdal**5 + 63027*lambdal**4 -
52726*1ambdal**3 + 24635*1ambdal**2 - 6104*lambdal + 632.13
else ! (lambda 1 .lt. 1.12) note that Si bandedge= 1.107 1um
rl=-0.4666*lambda + 4.0587
endif
refractiveindexR=dcmplx(rl,img)
return
end
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File: sbr coefficients.f
subroutine coefficients(lambda, thetaincidence, n_R, thick_R,
Absorthetalambda, incidentthetajlambda)
implicit none
double precision lambda, thetaincidence
double complex n_R, thick_R
double precision Absorthetalambda, incidentthetalambda
double complex costheta_R
double complex r_R_1, r_R_2
double precision rho_R_1, rho_R_2
double complex k_R
double precision alphaprimeR, inci
double precision pi
parameter(pi=3.141592653589790)
double precision Abs_1, Abs_2
costhetaR=sqrt(1.0-sin(theta-incidence)* *2/nR* *2)
r_R_1=(cos(theta incidence)-nR*costhetaR)
I /(cos(theta-incidence)+nR*costhetaR)
r_R_2=(nR*cos(theta-incidence)-cos thetaR)
I /(nR*cos(theta incidence)+cos-thetaR)
rho_R_l=r_R_l*conjg(rRA )
rho_R_2=r_R_2*conjg(rR2)
k_R=2.0*pi/lambda*n_R
alphaprimeR=1.0-exp(-2.0*dimag(kR*cosjthetaR*thickR))
incidentthetalambda=pi*sin(2.0*theta incidence)
inci=incidentthetalambda
Abs_1=inci*(1.0-rho_R_1)*alphaprimeR/(1.0-(1.0-alphaprimeR)*rhoR_1)
Abs_2=inci*(1.0-rho_R_2)*alphaprimeR/(1.0-(1.O-alphaprime-R)*rhoR_2)
Absorthetalambda=(Absl+Abs_2)/2.0
return
end
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File: sbr simpson.f
subroutine integrate-simpsons rule(x,y,n,sum)
Given a set of ordinate values y(x) at n(n=odd) equally spaced data
points, this subroutine integrates y wrt x over the interval [x_ ,xn] using Simpson's
rule
Simpson's rule integrates with NO error for polynomials upto order 3
implicit none
integer n, i
double precision x(n), y(n), sum, h
sum=0.0
h=(x(n)-x(1))/(n- 1.0)
sum=sum+h/3.0*(y(2)+y(n- 1))
do i=3,n-2
if(mod(i,2).eq. 1) then
sum=sum+h/3.0*4.0*y(i)
else
sum=sum+h/3.0*2.0*y(i)
end if
end do
return
end
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File: power.f
double precision function VImax(Jl)
implicit none
double precision q, Eg, k
double precision Nc, Nv, Dn, Taun, Dp, Taup, Na, Nd, mu_n, mup
double precision Jl
double precision Js, V, calPowerflux
double precision Vmax, new
J!=Jl* 1 e-4 !this is to convert to W/cmA2
q=1.6e-19! [C]
k=l.38e-23
Eg=1.12*1.6e-19 ! www.ioffe.ru [J]
Nc=3.2e19 !www.ioffe.ru [cmA3]
Nv=1.819e19 !www.ioffe.ru [cm^-3]
mu_n=l10.0 !www.ioffe.ru [cmA2VA-1 s^-1]
mup=400.0 !www.ioffe.ru [cm^2 V^-1 s^-l]
Tau_n=6e-5 !www.ioffe.ru [s]
Tauwp=5e-8 !www.ioffe.ru [s]
Na=le16 ! [cmA-3]
Nd=le19! [cm^-3]
Dn=k*300.0/q*mu_n
Dp=k*300.0/q*mu.p
Js=q*Nc*Nv*(1.0/Na*sqrt(Dn/Tau n)+l.O/Nd*srt(Dp/Taup))
I *exp(-Eg/(k*300.0)) ![Amp cm^-2]
print*,Js
Vlmax=0.0
Vmax=0.0
do V=0.0,0.99,0.01
new= calPowerflux(V,Js,Jl,q,k)
Vlmax=max(VImax, new)
if (Vlmax.eq.new) Vmax=V
end do
print*,'V at max power=',Vmax
return
end
double precision function calPowerflux(V,Js,Jl,qk)
implicit none
double precision V,Js,Jl,q,k
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calPowerflux=(Js*(exp(q*V/(k*300.0))-1 .0)-Jl)*V
calPowerflux=calPowerflux*(-1.0)
print*,calPowerflux
return
end
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E. Process Flow
Process Flow for Interdigitated Microscale TPV Device
6" p-Si <100> wafer
Resistivity:1.6-1.9 ohm-cm
1) RCA clean:ICL rca
2) Wet oxidation: lum thick oxide: ICL
tube 5d
3) Coat HMDS, spin photoresist lum
thick and prebake: ICL coater6
4) Expose photoresist: TRL EVI
Mask#1: 3um critical dimension
5) Develop photoresist and postbake: ICL
coater6
7) Etch oxide lum thick: ICL centura
8) Strip photoresist: ICL asher
110
9) Etch Si 50um deep: TRL sts2
10) Etch oxide (Clum thick) : ICL
oxetch-BOE
11) Phosphorus ion implantation:
outsourced. Junction depth: 0.5um
12) Blue piranha+green piranha:
ICL premetal-piranha
13) Rca clean: TRL rca
14) Grow/deposit oxide; different methods
for different sets of wafers:
(i)1um thick thermal oxide: TRL tube A2
(ii)2um thick PECVD oxide: ICL concepti
15) RCA clean: TRL rca
16) LPCVD polysilicon 1.2 pm thick:TRL
B4-Poly
17) Ion implant phosphoros in polysilicon;
outsourced
18) Deposit PECVD oxide 1 000A thick: ICL
concept1
19) Anneal in N2 for 60 minutes: TRL tube B3
111
20) Strip 1OOOA oxide: ICL oxetch-BOE
21) Coat HMDS, spin photoresist lum
thick and prebake: ICL coater6
22) Expose photoresist: TRL EV1
Mask#2: 3um critical dimension
23) Develop photoresist and postbake:
ICL coater6
24) Etch polySi 1.2pm thick frontside and
backside: ICL LAM 490B
Cross-sectional view
25) Strip photoresist: ICL asher
Top view
26) Etch backside oxide lum thick: ICL
centura
112
Cross-sectional view
27) BOE: ICL oxetch-BOE
Top view
28) Spin photoresist and prebake: ICL
coater6
29) Expose photoresist: TRL EV1
Mask#2: 3um critical dimension
30) Develop photoresist and postbake:
ICL coater6
31) E-beam Co 250nm thick front side and
back side: TRL e-beam
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Cross-sectional view
32) Liftoff photoresist: TRL
photowet-Au
Top view
Cross-sectional view
33) HF(49%) etch to release polySi:
TRL achildhood2
Top view]
34) Dip in Iso-propanol for 2 hours
35) Heat wafer on heater upto
120C for 2 minutes (Ramp up
temperature slowly ~1bC/minute
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